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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF EXCESS INSURERS

DOUGLAS R. RICHMOND*

I. INTRODUCTION

The terms "primary," "excess" and "umbrella" are generic labels for the types of liability insurance policies sold today. A primary policy provides the first layer of insurance coverage. Primary coverage attaches immediately upon the happening of an "occurrence," or as soon as a claim is made. A primary insurer is first responsible for defending and indemnifying the insured in the event of a covered or potentially covered occurrence or claim. Because most losses are within primary policy limits and therefore create greater exposure for primary insurers, and because primary insurers are generally obligated to defend their insureds, primary insurers charge larger premiums for coverage than do excess and umbrella carriers. Primary policies are widely seen and understood by way of example: individuals purchase automobile and homeowners insurance, professionals purchase errors and omissions (E&O) coverage, businesses purchase commercial general liability (CGL) policies, and many financial institutions and corporations insure themselves and their leaders under directors’ and officers’ (D&O) liability policies. Larger businesses often self-insure up to some amount, with their self-insured retentions (SIRs) substituting for primary insurance.

* Partner, Armstrong Teasdale LLP, Kansas City, Missouri. B.S., Fort Hays State University; M.Ed., University of Nebraska; J.D., University of Kansas. The opinions expressed in this Article are the author’s alone. This Article sometimes uses the masculine pronoun "he" for simplicity’s sake; it does not evidence any sort of gender bias.

1. Am. Home Assur. Co. v. Republic Ins. Co., 984 F.2d 76, 77 (2d Cir. 1993) ("The word ‘primary’ is used also in the field of excess insurance to distinguish coverage which attached immediately upon the happening of an occurrence, from excess coverage, which attaches only after a predetermined amount of ‘primary’ coverage has been exhausted."); See Fireman’s Fund Ins. Co. v. Md. Cas. Co., 77 Cal. Rptr. 2d 296, 311 (Ct. App. 1998) ("Primary coverage provides immediate coverage upon the occurrence of a ‘loss’ or the ‘happening’ of an ‘event’ giving rise to liability."); Bailey v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 642 N.E.2d 1323, 1326 (111. App. Ct. 1994) ("Primary insurance coverage is insurance which attaches immediately upon the happening of the occurrence that gives rise to the liability."). In the liability insurance context, "occurrence" is a term of art. Standard liability insurance policies define an "occurrence" to mean "an accident, including continuous or repeated exposure to substantially the same general harmful conditions." 1 SUSAN J. MILLER & PHILIP LEBEBRE, MILLER’S STANDARD INSURANCE POLICIES ANNOTATED 419 (4th ed. 1995).

2. See Fireman’s Fund, 77 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 311 ([A] primary insurer generally has the primary duty to defend and to indemnify the insured, unless otherwise excused or excluded by specific policy language."); See also Frankenmuth Mut. Ins. Co. v. Cont’l Ins. Co., 537 N.W.2d 879, 881 (Mich. 1995) ("The logical rule . . . is that the ‘true’ excess insurer is liable for defense costs only after the primary insurer is excused under the terms of its policy.").

An excess policy provides specific coverage above an underlying limit of primary insurance. Excess insurance is priced on the assumption that primary coverage exists; indeed, an excess policy usually requires by its terms that the insured maintain in force scheduled limits of primary insurance. In keeping with the reasonable expectations of the parties, including the insured, which paid separate premiums for its primary and excess policies, excess coverage generally is not triggered until the underlying primary limits are exhausted by way of judgments or settlements.4 Because an excess insurer’s duties to its insured are not triggered until the limits of the underlying primary policy (or policies) are exhausted within the meaning of the excess policy,5 courts sometimes refer to excess insurance as “secondary insurance,”6 or as “supplemental” or “supplementary insurance.”7 Additionally, the first layer of coverage above an SIR is sometimes described as “excess insurance.”8

A true excess policy does not broaden the underlying coverage.9 While an excess policy increases the amount of coverage available to compensate for a loss, it does not increase the scope of coverage.10 An excess policy may be written on a “stand alone” basis or as a policy that “follows form.” A stand-alone excess policy relies exclusively on its own insuring agreement, conditions, definitions, and exclusions to grant and limit coverage. A following form excess policy incorporates by reference the terms, conditions, and exclusions of the underlying policy.11 An excess policy that follows form is designed to match the coverage provided by the underlying policy, although some following form policies contain

4. See generally Tex. Employers Ins. Ass’n v. Underwriting Members of Lloyds, 836 F. Supp. 398, 407 (S.D. Tex. 1993) (noting that to require an excess insurer to share in defense costs incurred before the primary carrier’s policy limits were exhausted “would overturn the reasonable expectations of the parties”).
9. See Wells Fargo Bank v. Cal. Ins. Guar. Ass’n, 45 Cal. Rptr. 2d 537, 539 n.2 (Ct. App. 1995) (differentiating between excess and umbrella policies, and defining “‘excess coverage’ or ‘excess policy’ to mean insurance that begins only after a predetermined amount of underlying coverage is exhausted and that does not broaden the underlying coverage”).
exclusions beyond those found in the primary policy, and policy provisions sometimes conflict. To the extent the language of a primary policy and a following form excess policy differ, the terms of the excess policy control where the excess coverage is implicated. Of course, an insured that purchases two or more concurrent excess policies to insure against large risks may layer both stand alone and following form policies.

An umbrella policy is like an excess policy in that it is written in addition to a primary policy to protect the insured against liability for catastrophic losses that would exceed the limits of affordable primary coverage. Like many excess policies, umbrella policies are written to stand alone. An umbrella policy differs from an excess policy in a critical aspect: an umbrella policy typically insures against certain risks that a concurrent primary policy does not cover. An umbrella policy is thus a "gap filler"; by design, it provides first dollar liability coverage where a primary policy and an excess policy do not. For example, an umbrella policy may insure against "personal injury" when a primary policy only insures against "bodily injury" and "property damage." By essentially dropping down to provide primary coverage or by filling a gap in primary coverage, an umbrella policy broadens the insured's primary coverage where an excess policy does not. The terms "excess policy" and "umbrella policy" are not synonymous.


13. Following form policies are often used in multi-layer insurance packages because repeating identical exclusions in multiple policies is cumbersome, and because they contribute to uniform coverage and the spreading of risk among the insurers. See Rummel v. St. Paul Surplus Lines Ins. Co., 945 P.2d 985, 989 (N.M. 1997).

14. See Bailey v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 642 N.E.2d 1323, 1326 (Ill. App. Ct. 1994) (discussing an umbrella policy that provided both primary and excess coverage, and stating that "[t]he purpose of excess insurance is to protect the insured from 'catastrophic loss'"); Rive, 688 So. 2d at 1294 (stating that an umbrella policy is designed to guard against catastrophic loss, and discussing lower cost of umbrella and excess coverage); Davis v. Allied Processors, Inc., 571 N.W.2d 692, 694-95 (Wis. Ct. App. 1997) (observing that umbrella coverage insures against catastrophic loss, and explaining why it costs less than primary coverage), rev. denied, 579 N.W. 2d 45 (Wis. 1998).


17. Typically, umbrella policies are intended to provide comprehensive excess liability coverage and are not intended to insure against first party losses, as an underlying homeowners or automobile policy might. See Doto v. Russo, 659 A.2d 1371, 1374-75 (N.J. 1995).

18. This does not mean that primary policies and umbrella policies are equivalents, for they clearly are not. See Meyer v. Mich. Mut. Ins. Co., 607 N.W.2d 333, 336 (Wis. Ct. App.), review denied, 612 N.W.2d 733 (Wis. 2000). In addition, regardless of whether an umbrella policy's coverage is primary or excess, the policy still affords only that coverage for which its terms provide. Umbrella coverage is not boundless. See, e.g., Greene v. Hanover Ins. Co., 700 So. 2d 1354, 1358
The importance of excess insurance and excess insurers' involvement in coverage disputes and related controversies has grown significantly in recent years.\(^2\) This is because more insureds are purchasing excess coverage, excess insurers are increasingly involving themselves in the supervision and management of litigation implicating their policies, and many areas of tort litigation have become characterized by sizable jury verdicts and a lottery ticket mentality or atmosphere.\(^2\) As might be expected, the relationships between primary insurers, excess insurers, and their insureds now raise difficult questions in a variety of circumstances. The question is no longer simply one of settlement within primary policy limits versus a primary insurer's bad faith liability to an excess or umbrella carrier for failing to do so, although such disputes are common. Notice of a loss is an issue at many levels, exhaustion of underlying policies is a recurring source of controversy, excess insurers are increasingly willing to sue defense counsel hired by primary insurers for perceived malpractice, and relationships between insurers become complicated when an insured is covered by overlapping or successive policies, all of which are implicated by a particular loss.\(^2\)

This article attempts to explain critical excess insurance issues in a manner useful to courts, practitioners, and scholars alike. Part II looks at primary and excess insurance fundamentals and differences, including notice of loss requirements, as well as excess and umbrella insurers' obligations to participate in the defense of their insureds. It is important to note here that while the insurance industry promulgates standard primary liability insurance policies, there are no standard forms for excess insurance policies. Excess policy terms therefore vary widely. Part III examines the duty of good faith and fair dealing in the excess insurance context. Part IV discusses exhaustion and allocation issues. Finally, Part V examines an excess insurer's ability to sue defense counsel hired by a primary carrier for malpractice. The article points out differences between umbrella coverage and excess coverage as the need arises, rather than devoting a section to umbrella coverage.

---

19. Unfortunately, some courts and commentators wrongly believe that the terms "excess policy" and "umbrella policy" are synonymous. See, e.g., Heyman Assocs. No. 1 v. Ins. Co. of the State of Pa., 653 A.2d 122, 125 n.3 (Conn. 1995) ("An excess liability policy, also known as an 'umbrella policy,' provides coverage that is secondary to an insured's primary policy.").


21. See id. at 653-54.

II. PRIMARY AND EXCESS INSURANCE: SOME FUNDAMENTALS AND DIFFERENCES

Insureds purchase liability insurance, including excess and umbrella policies, for peace of mind. There are, however, key differences between primary and excess coverage. These differences often manifest themselves in the notice of loss context and when it comes time to defend an insured against a claim or suit by a third-party.

A. Notice of Loss

Liability insurance policies require the insured to give the insurer notice of a loss shortly after an occurrence, or when a claim is made or a suit is filed against the insured. Timely notice is a condition precedent to coverage. The primary purpose of a notice of loss provision is to give the insurer the opportunity to adequately investigate the circumstances of the occurrence, claim, or suit so that it can defend or settle as appropriate. The longer the wait between an occurrence and notice to an interested insurer, the greater the chance that evidence will be destroyed or lost, or that potential witnesses will disappear or their memories will fade.

Excess and umbrella policies, like primary liability policies, contain notice requirements. A typical excess policy provides:


24. See Sybron Transition Corp. v. Sec. Ins. Co., 107 F.3d 1250, 1257 (7th Cir. 1997); S.E. Express, 482 S.E.2d at 436; Northbrook, 729 N.E.2d at 921; Herman Bros., Inc. v. Great W. Cas. Co., 582 N.W.2d 328, 333, 335-36 (Neb. 1998); Ormet Primary Aluminum Corp. v. Employers Ins. of Wausau, 725 N.E.2d 646, 655 (Ohio 2000); See also Nat'l Union Fire Ins. Co. v. FDIC, 957 P.2d 357, 363 (Kan. 1998) ("From the insurer's perspective, notice of a loss... would trigger an investigation, and delay might hamper a thorough independent investigation."). There are other valid reasons for requiring prompt notice of a loss. The early discovery of information may help insurers defeat fraudulent claims. See Sybron, 107 F.3d at 1257. Notice also plays a role in the rate-setting process: the shorter the time between a loss and notice, the more predictable the amount of the insurer's payment becomes. This tends to reduce the level of reserves that insurers must maintain, and makes it more likely that rates will fairly reflect insurers' risks. See Tenovsky v. Alliance Syndicate, Inc., 677 N.E.2d 1144, 1146 (Mass. 1997) (quoting Chas. T. Main, Inc. v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Co., 551 N.E.2d 28, 29-30 (Mass. 1990)); See also ROBERT H. JERRY, II, UNDERSTANDING INSURANCE LAW § 81[a], at 524 (2d ed. 1996).

25. See Fireman's Fund Ins. Co., 538 N.W.2d at 266 ("The appearance of the site had been changed. At least one key witness had died, many had left, and many relevant documents had been destroyed. The witnesses who were available could not reasonably be expected to fully recall the events of five years earlier."); Ormet Primary Aluminum Corp., 725 N.E.2d at 655-56 (discussing late notice and the problems posed by key witnesses dying, witnesses' memories fading and documents being destroyed).
Upon the happening of any occurrence reasonably likely to involve the coverage of this policy, written notice containing particulars sufficient to identify the insured and also reasonably obtainable information with respect to the time, place, and circumstances thereof, and the names and addresses of the injured and of available witnesses, shall be given by or for the insured to the company or any of its authorized agents as soon as practicable.\(^\text{26}\)

Many excess policies actually include two notice requirements, one linked to an occurrence that may result in a claim or suit, and the second addressing the insured's responsibilities when a claim is made or a suit is filed.\(^\text{27}\) For example:

**DUTIES IN THE EVENT OF OCCURRENCE, CLAIM, OR SUIT**

1. You must see to it that WE receive prompt written notice of an occurrence which may result in a claim. Notice should include:
   a. How, when and where the occurrence took place;
   b. The names and addresses of any injured persons and witnesses.
2. If a claim is made or a suit is brought against YOU, YOU must see to it that WE receive prompt written notice of the claim or suit.\(^\text{28}\)

Notice provisions can be quite simple. For example, the umbrella policy at issue in *State Farm Fire & Casualty Co. v. Nikitow*\(^\text{29}\) provided that "[i]f something happens that might involve this policy, you must let us know promptly."\(^\text{30}\)

1. Notice: Whose Obligation?

It is normally the insured's obligation to give an insurer notice of a loss.\(^\text{31}\) This seems a simple proposition, inasmuch as the insured is a party to the contract imposing the notice requirement, and a standard policy expressly assigns the obligation to the insured.\(^\text{32}\) As far as notice

---

26. 1 MILLER & LEFEBVRE, supra note 1, at 626.
27. See generally Am. Ins. Co. v. Fairchild Indus., Inc., 56 F.3d 435, 439 (2d Cir. 1995) (explaining the difference between the two types of notice provisions).
30. Nikitow, 924 P.2d at 1087.
31. See Am. Home Assur. Co. v. Int'l Ins. Co., 684 N.E.2d 14, 18 (N.Y. 1997) (noting that excess policies were direct agreements with the insured, and stating that excess carriers were entitled to notice from the insured).
32. It should not matter to the insurer who timely notifies it of a loss inasmuch as a notice provision is included in a policy for the insurer's benefit. See Gencorp, Inc. v. Am. Int'l Underwriters, 178 F.3d 804, 817 (6th Cir. 1999) (observing that notice provision exists for insurer's benefit).
to an excess insurer, a primary insurer might be in a better position than the insured to evaluate the severity of the loss or to predict verdict potential, such that it might fairly be required to give an excess insurer notice of a loss that implicates the excess insurer's coverage. If a primary insurer owes a duty to an excess insurer to notify it of a loss, that duty must be implied as part of a duty of good faith and fair dealing that exists by virtue of the excess carrier's reliance on the primary carrier to control the insured's defense.\(^{33}\)

A primary insurer's obligation to notify an excess insurer of a loss was at issue in *American Centennial Insurance Co. v. Warner-Lambert Co.*\(^{34}\) In 1979, Warner-Lambert was insured under a $3 million combined single limit primary policy issued by Continental Insurance Co. and a $4 million excess policy issued by American Centennial Insurance Co. (ACIC). Unknown to ACIC, Continental had relinquished to Warner-Lambert all authority to negotiate and settle product liability claims in exchange for Warner-Lambert's promise to reimburse it for all related costs and expenses up to Continental's policy limits.\(^{35}\)

In 1982, Donna and Thomas Ricci sued a Warner-Lambert subsidiary in a product liability action. Warner-Lambert sent ACIC a standardized form indicating that the Riccis had made a claim. This was the only notice provided to ACIC during the seven and one-half years that the Ricci suit lingered. ACIC was never informed of settlement demands that implicated its policy. ACIC was not even notified of the Ricci suit when, in 1986, Continental determined that its primary policy limits were exhausted, such that ACIC was directly at risk.\(^{36}\)

In July 1989, the Riccis received a $2,165,000 verdict against Warner-Lambert's subsidiary. In November 1989, Warner-Lambert finally advised ACIC of the Ricci litigation and of the fact that its policy might be obligated to pay the full amount of the judgment. ACIC ultimately paid over $500,000 in partial satisfaction of the judgment.\(^{37}\) ACIC then filed a declaratory judgment action against Warner-Lambert and Continental seeking, among other things, a refund of its payment toward the Ricci judgment.\(^{38}\)

Continental argued that it could not be liable to ACIC because under established New Jersey precedent, an insurer cannot avoid paying a claim based on late notice unless improper notice is given by the insured

---

Of course, in most instances the insured is best positioned to notify the insurer by virtue of its knowledge of the occurrence, claim, or suit, and its knowledge of the insurer's identity.

33. *See Baldwin & Midkiff, supra* note 22, at 2. For a discussion of primary and excess insurers' duties of good faith and fair dealing, *See infra Section III.*


36. *See id.* at 1244.

37. *See id.*

38. *See id.* at 1243.
and the insurer suffers appreciable prejudice as a result. The Warner-Lambert court disagreed, reasoning that what constitutes proper notice to a primary insurer may differ from what constitutes proper notice to an excess carrier. "When a primary carrier/excess carrier relationship is involved, proper notice entails the primary carrier, not the insured, advising the excess carrier of the existence of the claim." To ensure proper notice, the primary carrier must further notify the excess insurer on an ongoing basis of any pending litigation or settlement discussions.

The Warner-Lambert court concluded that ACIC was not properly notified of the Riccis' claim because the insured, not Continental, gave inadequate notice. "Adequate notice cannot constitute a single mailing of a form letter." Moreover, Continental failed in its notice obligation twice: it first failed to provide initial notice of the Riccis' claim and it then failed to advise ACIC of any settlement discussions or litigation developments. Continental's notice obligation arose out of its "distinctive relationship" with ACIC.

The unique relationship results because the excess insurer relies upon the primary carrier to act in good faith in processing claims. This includes reliance upon a primary carrier to act reasonably in: (1) discharging its claims handling obligations; (2) discharging its defense obligations; (3) properly disclosing and apprising the excess carrier of events which are likely to effect that carrier's coverage; and (4) safeguarding the rights and interests of the excess carrier by not placing the primary carrier's own interests above that of the excess insurer.

In imposing a notice obligation on Continental as a primary insurer, the Warner-Lambert court also looked to industry custom and, more particular, to "The Guiding Principles for Primary and Excess Insurance Companies." Both Continental and ACIC were signatories to the Guiding Principles, the fifth of which provided:

If at any time, it should reasonably appear that the insured may be exposed beyond the primary limit, the primary insurer shall give prompt written notice to the excess insurer, when known, stating the results of investigation and negotiation, and giving any other information deemed relevant to a determination of the total exposure, and

---

39. See id. at 1245 (emphasis added).
41. See Am. Centennial Ins. Co., 681 A.2d at 1245.
42. Id.
43. See id. at 1245-46.
44. Id. at 1246.
45. Id. (emphasis added).
inviting the excess insurer to participate in a common effort to dispose of the claim.\textsuperscript{47}

Continental clearly violated this Guiding Principle. It disregarded its obligation to notify ACIC of the Riccis’ claim, instead allowing its insured to provide inadequate notice. Continental never advised ACIC of its investigation or settlement negotiations, and never invited ACIC to try to participate in disposing of the claim.\textsuperscript{48}

Because Continental failed to notify ACIC of the Riccis’ claim, and because Continental breached its duty of good faith to ACIC in other ways, the \textit{Warner-Lambert} court granted ACIC’s motion for summary judgment.\textsuperscript{49} The court ordered Continental to reimburse ACIC for its payment toward satisfying the Ricci judgment, plus interest.\textsuperscript{50}

Not all jurisdictions follow the \textit{Warner-Lambert} direct duty approach to notice. In \textit{Evanston Insurance Co. v. Stonewall Surplus Lines Insurance Co.},\textsuperscript{51} a third-level excess insurer (Evanston) sued a primary insurer (Truck Insurance Exchange) and two second-level excess insurers (Stonewall) for bad faith for failing to timely notify it of a lawsuit implicating its policy limits. The trial court awarded Truck and Stonewall summary judgment because they neither owed nor breached any duty to Evanston. They had no direct contractual relationship with Evanston. Their contractual relationships were with their common insured, Schneider National Carriers. If Evanston had any rights against either Truck or Stonewall, those rights derived from their policies issued to Schneider. Furthermore, under principles of equitable subrogation, Truck and Stonewall could assert all defenses against Evanston they could assert against Schneider.\textsuperscript{52}

Schneider was based in Green Bay, Wisconsin, and the accident at issue occurred in Georgia. Applying Georgia and Wisconsin law, the \textit{Evanston} court concluded that neither Truck nor Stonewall owed Evanston a direct duty. Any duties Truck or Stonewall owed Evanston derived from their contractual relationships with Schneider.\textsuperscript{53} Inasmuch as Schneider (through its chosen defense counsel) never suspected that a verdict or judgment might implicate Evanston’s policy limits, Truck and Stonewall could not be liable on Evanston’s claims of late notice. The Eleventh Circuit therefore affirmed the lower-level insurers’ motion for summary judgment.\textsuperscript{54}

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{47.} \textit{Am. Centennial Ins. Co.}, 681 A.2d at 1246 (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{48.} \textit{See id.} at 1247.
\textsuperscript{49.} \textit{See id.} at 1248.
\textsuperscript{50.} \textit{See id.}
\textsuperscript{51.} \textit{111 F.3d 852} (11th Cir. 1997).
\textsuperscript{52.} \textit{See Evanston Ins. Co.}, 11 F.3d at 858.
\textsuperscript{53.} \textit{See id.}
\textsuperscript{54.} \textit{See id.} at 859-60.
In summary, the assignment of responsibility for notifying an excess insurer of a loss as between the insured and a primary insurer is controversial.\(^5\) Even if a primary insurer does not technically have a duty to notify an excess insurer, however, it probably would be wise to do so. A primary insurer's failure to give an excess insurer timely notice of a loss, which implicates the excess carrier's policy, risks extra-contractual liability, as Warner-Lambert and other cases illustrate.\(^6\) At the very least, a primary insurer that believes a loss will exceed its policy limits should inform the insured of that fact, so that the insured knows to put the excess carrier on notice.\(^7\)

2. Timeliness of Notice

The initial problem in determining when notice must be given to an insurer is ascertaining those facts or circumstances that give life to an insured's contractual obligation.\(^8\) This problem is more acute in the excess insurance context. There are times when a loss clearly exceeds the available limits of primary insurance, such that an insured's duty to notify its excess insurer should be obvious.\(^9\) In other situations an insured may not have enough information when it first learns of a loss or when a suit is first filed to determine whether potential damages exceed its primary policy limits. Additionally, notice requirements in excess policies often afford an insured some discretion in determining when notice is required.\(^6\)

Excess policies that require notice to be given "promptly," "as soon as practicable," or upon "the happening of an occurrence reasonably likely" to trigger a policy's coverage all include an element of reasonableness when it comes to providing timely notice.\(^6\) To the extent that an excess policy includes a reasonableness element, notice to an excess carrier should be given "promptly," "as soon as practicable," or upon "the happening of an occurrence reasonably likely," and in a manner that is consistent with the policy's requirement.

---

55. See Baldwin & Midkiff, supra note 22, at 2.
57. See Baldwin & Midkiff, supra note 22, at 2.
58. See JERRY, supra note 24, § 81[c], at 526.
59. See, e.g., Interstate Power Co. v. Ins. Co. of N. Am., 603 N.W.2d 751, 758 (Iowa 1999) (noting "gross disparity" between the amount of environmental remediation costs and available insurance coverage).
61. See, e.g., Ormet Primary Aluminum Corp. v. Employers Ins. of Wausau, 725 N.E.2d 646, 655 (Ohio 2000) (stating that an excess insurance policy provision "requiring notice to the insurer 'as soon as practicable' requires notice within a reasonable time in light of the surrounding facts and circumstances"); See also Helman v. Hanford Fire Ins. Co., 664 N.E.2d 991, 995 (Ohio Ct. App. 1995) (stating in a case involving an excess policy that "[a] policy provision requiring prompt or immediate notice requires notice within a reasonable time in light of all of the surrounding facts and circumstances").
rier may not need to be given as soon as notice to a primary carrier.\textsuperscript{62} A primary insurer has pressures to investigate a loss and to defend the insured that an excess insurer arguably does not feel.\textsuperscript{63} An excess carrier that wants immediate notice of a loss should word its policy accordingly. Even in the reasonableness continuum, a policy that requires the insured to give notice “promptly” is more demanding than one that requires notice to be given “as soon as practicable.”\textsuperscript{64}

In Reynolds Metal Co. v. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.,\textsuperscript{65} the insured sued its primary and excess insurers during policy years 1959-86 seeking coverage for three environmental actions brought by federal and state authorities, and the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe. Reynolds had received a “Potentially Responsible Party” or “PRP” letter from New York’s Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC). The trial court concluded that Reynolds knew of “events occurring prior to December 1986 from which it should have reasonably concluded that it was likely to incur remediation costs,” such that it was then required to notify its insurers.\textsuperscript{66} Reynolds did not notify its insurers of its potential environmental liability until 1988.\textsuperscript{67}

The implicated insurance policies typically contained notice of occurrence provisions that required notice by the insured “as soon as practicable,”\textsuperscript{68} and notice of claim provisions that required the insured to “immediately forward” relevant pleadings or similar documents if a claim was made or suit was brought.\textsuperscript{69} The trial court held that Reynolds failed to give its insurers timely notice of claims and occurrences, and granted the insurers’ summary judgment motions.\textsuperscript{70}

On appeal, Reynolds argued that its good faith belief that its policies did not provide coverage and its similar good faith belief that it was not liable excused its late notice.\textsuperscript{71} As to its believed lack of coverage, Reynolds’s risk manager testified below that his reading of the “owned property” exclusions in the insurance policies deprived the insured of coverage. As for non-liability, the DEC’s PRP letter did not identify a possible contamination site, and a later letter suggested that the contamination


\textsuperscript{63} See Providence Washington Ins. Co. v. Container Freight, Inc., 68 Cal. Rptr. 2d 776, 783 (Ct. App. 1997). In denying review, the California Supreme Court ordered the opinion not to be officially published, removing precedent value. See \textit{id.} at 776 n.* (citing California Supreme Court Rules).

\textsuperscript{64} See Juhl, 669 N.E.2d at 1214.


\textsuperscript{66} Reynolds Metal Co., 696 N.Y.S.2d at 565-66.

\textsuperscript{67} \textit{See id.} at 569.

\textsuperscript{68} \textit{Id.} at 566 n.1.

\textsuperscript{69} \textit{Id.} at 568 n.3.

\textsuperscript{70} \textit{See id.} at 569.

might not warrant immediate action because it did not present an immediate threat to public health or the environment.\textsuperscript{72}

Under New York law, an insured’s good faith belief that it is not liable or that a loss is not covered excuse late notice, so long as those beliefs are reasonable under the circumstances.\textsuperscript{73} The reasonableness of the insured’s belief ordinarily is a question of fact.\textsuperscript{74} In the Reynolds Metal court’s view, the insured had presented sufficient evidence below to raise a material question as to the reasonableness of its beliefs bearing on notice, such that the trial court should not have entered summary judgment for the insurers.\textsuperscript{75}

The insurers ineffectively argued that the insured’s reasonable belief regarding non-coverage and non-liability only excused its late notice of an occurrence. Thus, the late notice of claim provisions in the policies still operated to preclude coverage.\textsuperscript{76} The Reynolds Metal court rejected this argument, seeing no reason to differentiate between the two notice provisions. The court thought it “illogical that insureds should be required to promptly notify insurers of every claim no matter how remote the possibility of liability or coverage but be excused from doing so if a reasonable evaluation of an occurrence yields the same conclusion.”\textsuperscript{77}

Finally, with respect to the excess insurers, Reynolds’ notice to them in the summer of 1988 was not late as a matter of law because until that time it may not have known that their policies were implicated. Reynolds did not receive actual estimates for cleanup costs before it notified its excess carriers.\textsuperscript{78} There was not sufficient evidence in the record to demonstrate that Reynolds knew that cleanup costs would exhaust its primary coverage, which only then would have required it to give notice to the excess insurers.\textsuperscript{79}

3. Late Notice as a Coverage Defense: The “Notice-Prejudice Rule” and Excess Insurance

Insurers routinely argue that an insured’s late notice of an occurrence, claim, or suit operates as a complete coverage defense; that is, by not giving timely notice, the insured has failed to satisfy a condition precedent to coverage. In some jurisdictions, an insured’s unexcused delay in providing notice will relieve the insurer of its obligations under its policy without regard for whether the insurer has been prejudiced by

\textsuperscript{72} See Reynolds Metal Co., 696 N.Y.S.2d at 567.
\textsuperscript{73} See id. (citing numerous cases).
\textsuperscript{74} See id.
\textsuperscript{75} See id. at 567-68.
\textsuperscript{76} See id. at 568.
\textsuperscript{78} See Reynolds Metal Co., 696 N.Y.S.2d at 569.
\textsuperscript{79} See id. at 569-70.
the delay. In the significant majority of jurisdictions, however, an insurer must prove that its rights have been prejudiced by the insured's delay in giving notice in order successfully to deny coverage. The requirement that an insurer be able to demonstrate prejudice attributable to the insured's late notice in order to avoid its potential defense and indemnity obligations has become known as the "notice-prejudice rule." Some courts do not require a primary insurer to prove prejudice to successfully raise late notice as a coverage defense; the clear minority position has nonetheless adopted the notice-prejudice rule where excess insurance is concerned. As the Alabama Supreme Court explained in Midwest Employers Casualty Co. v. East Alabama Health Care, excess insurers do not have the same duties and responsibilities that form the basis for the minority view that no prejudice is required to void coverage. An excess insurer that disclaims any duty to defend, investigate, or settle claims against its insured, should not be allowed to avoid its obligations by claiming that the insured's late notice deprived it of the opportunity to do these very things. Of course, an excess insurer that actually is interested in investigating an occurrence or claim, or involving itself in settlement discussions (because its policy is implicated), can attempt to prove that its insured's failure to give it timely notice materi-

---


81. See Midwest Employers, 695 So. 2d at 1172 & n.6; See also Hosp. Underwriting Group, Inc. v. Summit Health Ltd., 63 F.3d 486, 493 (6th Cir. 1995) ("[T]he majority trend is for courts to require a showing of prejudice . . .").

82. The notice-prejudice rule only applies where the policy at issue is an "occurrence" based policy. There are, of course, two kinds of liability insurance policies. An "occurrence" policy provides coverage if the event insured against takes place within the policy period, regardless of the date of discovery, or when the injured or damaged party sues the insured. See U.S. Fire Ins. Co. v. Fleekop, 682 So. 2d 620, 622 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1996); Titan Indem. Co. v. Williams, 743 So. 2d 1020, 1024 (Miss. Ct. App. 1999); Employers Reinsurance Corp. v. Landmark, 547 N.W.2d 527, 531 (N.D. 1996). A "claims made" policy provides coverage only if the third-party's claim against the insured is made during the policy period. See Lexington Ins. Co. v. St. Louis Univ., 88 F.3d 632, 633-34 (8th Cir. 1996); Landmark, 547 N.W.2d at 531. Though both types of policies include notice requirements, with a claims made policy the notice requirement "defines the limit of the insurer's obligation." Lexington, 88 F.3d at 634. Because the notice requirement defines the "scope of coverage under a claims made policy, to excuse a delay in notice beyond the policy period would alter a basic term of the insurance contract." Ins. Placements, Inc. v. Utica Mut. Ins. Co., 917 S.W.2d 592, 597 (Mo. Ct. App. 1996). Accordingly, an insurer that issued a claims made policy does not have to prove prejudice attributable to the insured's failure to give notice during the policy period in order to deny coverage. See id. "Claims-made policies necessarily include a presumption that the insurer suffers prejudice when [it] does not receive timely notice of [a] claim during the policy period, preventing the insured from seeking coverage under subsequent policies." Bianco Prof'l Ass'n v. Home Ins. Co., 740 A.2d 1051, 1057 (N.H. 1999).
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ally prejudiced its ability to do so.\(^{85}\) That is exactly what the notice-prejudice rule contemplates.

New York courts, which champion the minority view that prejudice is not required to deny coverage, adhere to this position even where excess insurance is involved. In *American Home Assurance Co. v. International Insurance Co.*,\(^{86}\) lower level excess insurer American delayed some four months in giving several upper-level excess carriers notice of a significant lawsuit.\(^{87}\) The case ultimately settled, but three of the upper-level excess insurers refused to contribute to the settlement because of American’s late notice.\(^{88}\) American then sued the disclaiming carriers.\(^{89}\)

The upper-level carriers prevailed at summary judgment and American appealed.\(^{90}\) A lower appellate court reversed the trial court, based on what it perceived to be differences in primary and excess insurers’ roles.\(^{91}\)

[We] perceive the role of an excess level insurance carrier as being functionally more akin to that of a reinsurer and significantly different from that of a primary insurance carrier, which typically undertakes the defense and direction of the underlying litigation against the insured. It follows, therefore, that the reasons behind the "no prejudice" exception carved out of the general rules of contract for primary insurers are inapplicable to the claim brought here by an excess insurance carrier against another excess insurance carrier.\(^{92}\)

The upper-level excess carriers then appealed to the Court of Appeals, the state’s highest court.\(^{93}\)

The Court of Appeals was not persuaded by the lower appellate court’s attempt to analogize excess insurers to reinsurers. The lower court’s comparative analysis overlooked the importance of prompt notice to an excess carrier.\(^{94}\) Timely notice affords an excess insurer the opportunity to participate in settlement discussions at a time when its input is most likely to be meaningful.\(^{95}\) Even if the upper-level excess insurers had opted not to conduct independent investigations, they surely would have insisted on a role in the settlement discussions that triggered their

---
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policy obligations.\textsuperscript{96} Even if American had the greatest exposure, and thus the greatest motivation to negotiate a favorable settlement, the exclusion of the upper-level carriers at the outset left the court with no way of knowing what the outcome would have been had the upper-level carriers' voices been heard early in the decision-making process.\textsuperscript{97} Accordingly, the late notice problem was not mitigated by American's notice to the other excess insurers after it failed to settle the lawsuit for the combined limits of the primary policy and its own excess policy.\textsuperscript{98}

After considering the contractual rights and obligations of reinsurers and excess insurers, the \textit{American Home} court concluded that they have little in common.\textsuperscript{99} In fact, excess insurers have the same interests that make prompt notice to primary insurers a condition precedent to coverage.\textsuperscript{100} Apart from the fact that their coverage attaches only after primary coverage is exhausted, excess insurers have most of the rights and duties of primary insurers.\textsuperscript{101} Excess insurers have the right to investigate claims, to participate in settlement negotiations, and to make their own settlement decisions.\textsuperscript{102} Excess policies do not contain the "follow the fortunes" clauses found in reinsurance contracts that leave reinsurers with little ability to challenge their reinsureds' conduct in a given case.\textsuperscript{103} As a result, "all of the salient factors point to the conclusion that excess carriers have the same vital interest in prompt notice as do primary insurers."\textsuperscript{104}

The \textit{American Home} court held that the upper-level excess insurers were entitled to assert a late notice defense, even if they could not demonstrate that they were prejudiced by American's delay.\textsuperscript{105} The Court of Appeals therefore reversed the lower appellate court and reinstated the trial court's summary judgment order.\textsuperscript{106}

4. Conclusion

An excess insurer should not be forced to rely on its insured or a primary insurer to protect its interests when timely notice would allow the excess insurer to conduct its own investigation or otherwise assess a situation.\textsuperscript{107} Notice requirements in excess policies are a valid condition
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precedent to coverage; they are not just fluff that an insured can ignore or act on at its convenience. An excess insurer often has a huge financial stake in litigation. It may want to involve itself in the insured’s defense, even if it is not obligated to do so. Timely notice allows an excess insurer to inject itself into settlement negotiations at a point when its contributions, whether strategic or strictly financial, can be most meaningful. Furthermore, an excess insurer has a right to insist on timely notice from the insured, rather than relying on a primary insurer to which the insured has abdicated its responsibility. An excess insurer’s contract is with its insured—an excess carrier has no direct relationship with underlying insurers.

In summary, courts and commentators who suggest that excess insurers do not need timely notice of occurrences or suits potentially implicating their policies are plain wrong. Insureds should always notify their excess insurers of losses with any potential to exceed the limits of their primary coverage, even if slight, as soon as it is possible to do so.

B. Excess Insurers’ Defense Obligations

Generally, it is a primary insurer’s responsibility to defend an insured against a potentially covered claim or suit. An excess insurer typically has no duty to defend its insured until the limits of underlying coverage are exhausted, or until the insured’s SIR is exhausted. However, an excess insurer may elect to participate in its insured’s defense where its policy limits are implicated. This right is contractual. For example, an excess policy may provide:

WE shall not be called upon to assume charge of the investigation, settlement or defense of any claim made or suit brought against you, but WE shall have the right and be given the opportunity to be associated in the defense and trial of any claims or suits relative to any oc-

108. See Kerr, 670 N.E.2d at 765.
109. See id. at 767 (observing that if the excess insurers had been given the opportunity to participate in settlement negotiations, such that the case settled earlier, they might have saved $2.8 million in prejudgment interest).
currence which, in OUR opinion, may create liability on the part of US under the terms of this policy.

If WE assume such right and opportunity, WE shall not be obligated to defend any suit after the applicable limits of this policy have been exhausted by the payment of the ULTIMATE NET LOSS. 113

Excess insurers need an option to defend in order to protect themselves in cases where the insured's exposure exceeds its primary policy limits and the primary insurer is not mounting a strong defense. Most courts hold that even where an excess policy gives the insurer the right and option to defend, such language does not create a duty to defend. 114 The intent of policy provisions granting an excess insurer a right and option to participate in its insured's defense is to protect the insurer, not the insured. The majority position also makes sense because an insurer's duty to defend is expressly contractual, and if there is no policy language requiring an insurer to defend, there can be no duty to do so. 115

The fact that an excess insurer seldom has any defense obligations to its insured does not mean that there are not related controversies. The most common of these are discussed below.

1. Excess to Primary: You're Not Exhausted, You're Just Tired

There are cases in which potential damages clearly exceed the limits of the insured's primary coverage. In such cases, the primary insurer may tender its policy limits almost immediately in the hope of avoiding significant defense costs. Of course, the plaintiff will not accept a settlement offer of primary policy limits where there is excess coverage, and an excess insurer will not accept the primary carrier's tender because it wants the primary insurer to fund the insured's defense. 116 The primary insurer's duty to defend the insured continues until the lawsuit is concluded, until its policy limits are exhausted, or until there is otherwise no potential for coverage under its policy. 117 In order to exhaust its policy

115. See Fireman's Fund, 14 S.W.3d at 232.
116. See Brian L. Blakely, The Current Status of Excess v. Primary Bad Faith Litigation, in EXTRA-CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY 119, 132 (Def. Research Inst. 1999) ("The primary carrier may tender its limits almost immediately but, of course, find no one willing to take them.").
117. See Hartford Accident & Indem. Co. v. Superior Court, 29 Cal. Rptr. 2d 32, 34-36 (Ct. App. 1994); See also Foster-Gardner, Inc. v. Nat. Union Fire Ins. Co., 959 P.2d 265, 273 (Cal. 1998) (stating that an insurer's duty to defend continues until a case is concluded or until the insurer shows that there is no potential for coverage); Dairy Rd. Partners v. Island Ins. Co., 992 P.2d 93, 118-19 (Haw. 2000) (holding that insurer's duty to defend continues until potential indemnity obligation is extinguished); Vigilant Ins. Co. v. Lappino, 723 A.2d 14, 18 (Md. 1999) ("[T]he duty to defend, by its very nature, is a continuing one that extends throughout the tort suit by the third party against the insured."); Home Sav. Ass'n v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 854 P.2d 851, 855 (Nev. 1993) (stating that
limits, a primary insurer must actually pay them in settlement in exchange for its insured’s release, or in full or partial satisfaction of a judgment against its insured.\textsuperscript{118} A primary insurer cannot simply tender its policy limits to an excess insurer and wash its hands of its duty to defend their common insured.\textsuperscript{119} A primary insurer cannot, in other words, “dump its limits” or “pay and walk,” as \textit{National Union Fire Insurance Co. v. Travelers Insurance Co.} illustrates.\textsuperscript{120}

In \textit{National Union}, a resort owner, Palm-Aire, was insured under two liability policies: a primary policy with $1 million limits issued by Travelers and an excess policy issued by National Union.\textsuperscript{121} A child, Ryan Smith, was injured when he fell from a balcony at the resort.\textsuperscript{122} His parents sued Palm-Aire and its franchiser, Choice Hotels, in a Florida state court.\textsuperscript{123} Choice Hotels cross-claimed against Palm-Aire for contribution and indemnity.\textsuperscript{124}

Travelers defended Palm-Aire against all the claims in the Florida state court litigation.\textsuperscript{125} Travelers realized, however, that the plaintiffs’ damages would exceed its policy limits.\textsuperscript{126} With settlement discussions under way, Travelers tendered its $1 million policy limits to National Union, who was participating in the negotiations.\textsuperscript{127}

While the Florida state court litigation was still pending, Choice Hotels amended a complaint it had previously filed against Palm-Aire in a Maryland federal court regarding a franchise fee dispute to include an indemnity claim for any damages awarded in the Florida state court liti-
Palm-Aire asked Travelers to defend it against the new indemnity claim in the Maryland litigation, but Travelers refused. Travelers explained to Palm-Aire that it was no longer obligated to defend it because it had already tendered its primary policy limits to National Union in the first case. The Maryland court then entered a default order against Palm-Aire. The Florida state court litigation settled eighteen months later for $5 million, including Travelers' $1 million policy limits. Thereafter, the Maryland court entered a $1.7 million default judgment against Palm-Aire. National Union paid $1.4 million of the Maryland default judgment, that being the amount of Choice Hotels' recovery on its indemnification claim.

National Union sued Travelers in a Florida federal court in an effort to recover the amount of the default judgment and its attorneys' fees and costs. National Union alleged that Travelers had a duty to defend Palm-Aire in the Maryland litigation and that its breach of this duty precipitated the default judgment. National Union moved for partial summary judgment to preclude Travelers from arguing at trial that National Union had a concurrent duty to defend Palm-Aire in the Florida state court litigation. The district court ruled that under Florida law National Union had a duty to "drop down" and assist Travelers in Palm-Aire's defense when it learned that the primary policy would likely be exhausted before the Florida state court litigation was concluded. National Union took an interlocutory appeal to the Eleventh Circuit.

Importantly, the district court rejected Travelers' argument that tendering its $1 million policy limits to National Union was tantamount to paying them, thereby exhausting its coverage and terminating its duty to defend. The district court found that Travelers was obligated to defend Palm-Aire in both the Florida and the Maryland litigation until it paid its policy limits in satisfaction of an actual judgment or settlement. Travelers did not cross-appeal that ruling. Accordingly, the Eleventh Cir-
circuit focused exclusively on the district court’s further holding that National Union had a concurrent duty to defend Palm-Aire.\textsuperscript{142}

The Eleventh Circuit began its analysis by looking at the language of the National Union excess policy. Within a section entitled “Defense” the policy stated:

> The provisions of this section apply solely to occurrences covered under this policy but not covered by any underlying policies … or any other underlying insurance providing coverage to the Insured. This section shall also apply to occurrences not covered by any underlying insurance due to exhaustion of any aggregate limits due to any losses paid there under.\textsuperscript{143}

This language obviously manifested National Union’s intent that its policy only applied after the complete exhaustion of coverage under all underlying policies. National Union’s duty to defend was consecutive to, rather than concurrent with, any primary insurer’s duty to defend.\textsuperscript{144} The National Union court held that because Travelers was still obligated to defend Palm-Aire at the time Choice Hotels amended its complaint in the Maryland litigation,\textsuperscript{145} National Union’s duty to defend had not yet been triggered.\textsuperscript{146}

The National Union court also rejected the district court’s conclusion that National Union had a duty to drop down and assume Palm-Aire’s defense once it learned that potential damages in the Florida state court litigation would exceed the limits of the Travelers primary policy.\textsuperscript{147} Such a duty could flow only from specific language in the National Union policy.\textsuperscript{148} The court finally rejected Travelers’ argument that National Union had assumed a duty to defend by participating in settlement negotiations in the Florida suit.\textsuperscript{149} The court reasoned that (1) National Union’s duty to indemnify Palm-Aire was distinct from its duty to defend, and it was its duty to indemnify that drove its participation in the settlement negotiations; and (2) National Union’s voluntary participation
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in settlement negotiations did not relieve Travelers of its contractual duty to defend Palm-Aire, nor could it create for National Union a duty to defend a separate, albeit related, lawsuit (the Maryland litigation).\[150\]

The Eleventh Circuit reversed the district court and remanded the case.\[151\] In doing so, it left open the questions of whether National Union breached its duty of good faith and fair dealing in not settling the Florida state court litigation, and whether such a breach would defeat its indemnification claim.\[152\]

An excess insurer should have no duty to defend its insured even if the primary insurer wrongfully refuses to defend.\[153\] A primary insurer’s refusal to defend does not mean that its policy limits are exhausted. So long as the primary insurer’s policy limits are “payable,” i.e., they are not actually paid, the excess insurer’s defense obligations lie dormant.\[154\] If an excess insurer assumes its insured’s defense because the primary insurer fails to do so, it should be entitled to recoup its defense costs from the primary carrier.\[155\]

2. Reservation of Rights

At the outset of a case, coverage issues are commonly unresolved or are the subject of unanswered questions. In order to avoid claims that it has waived coverage defenses or should be estopped from asserting them, a primary insurer that undertakes its insured’s defense in a case of questionable coverage typically does so under a reservation of rights.\[156\] An insurer’s reservation of rights letter is simply a unilateral declaration that it may later deny coverage notwithstanding its initial decision to defend.\[157\]

Because an excess insurer has no duty to defend its insured, it cannot later be estopped from raising coverage defenses, or be said to have waived those defenses, if it fails to reserve its rights when notified of a

\[151\] See Nat’l Union Fire Ins. Co., 214 F.3d at 1274.
\[152\] See id. at 1274 n.10.
\[153\] Whether a primary insurer’s wrongful refusal to defend obligates an excess insurer to drop down and defend the insured in the primary insurer’s place may turn on the language of the subject excess policy. Compare Hocker v. N.H. Ins. Co., 922 F.2d 1476, 1481-83 (10th Cir. 1991) (applying Wyoming law and holding that excess insurer had duty to drop down and defend), with Ticor Title Ins. Co. v. Employers Ins. of Wausau, 48 Cal. Rptr. 2d 368, 374 (Ct. App. 1995) (holding that excess insurer was not obligated to drop down and defend).
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claim or suit potentially implicating its coverage. It is, after all, an insurer’s duty to defend which compels it to reserve its rights, and without a duty to defend, an excess insurer has no obligation to issue a reservation of rights letter. An excess insurer is of course free to issue a reservation of rights letter, and it may wish to do so out of an abundance of caution when it engages in settlement negotiations.

Excess and primary insurers have no duty to reserve their rights against one another, as National Union Fire Insurance Co. v. American Motorists Insurance Co. illustrates. In American Motorists, the excess insurer National Union accepted the primary insurer’s tender of its insured’s defense. The primary insurer American Motorists had issued two policies that applied to the loss. National Union settled the underlying litigation and then sued American Motorists to recover a portion of the settlement under one of the American Motorists policies that had not been exhausted. American Motorists contended that National Union had waived its right to recover or should be estopped from asserting its right because it failed to reserve its rights to deny coverage when American Motorists tendered the defense. The Georgia Court of Appeals sided with American Motorists and National Union appealed to the Georgia Supreme Court.

As an initial matter, the supreme court stated that American Motorists’ attempt to label National Union’s actions below as a denial of coverage was a mischaracterization. Regardless of the label attached to the claim, the fact that National Union was attempting to recoup its outlay did not mean that it was denying coverage. National Union accepted American Motorists’ tender of their insured’s defense, assumed the defense, and settled the lawsuit. Because National Union did not attempt to deny coverage, it was not required to reserve its rights to do so.

The court further reasoned that even if National Union were denying coverage, its failure to reserve its rights would not bar its recovery
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from American Motorists. National Union had a contract only with its insured. Accordingly, only the insured could complain about the excess carrier's failure to reserve its rights.

Finally, the American Motorists court considered whether public policy considerations might require an excess insurer to reserve its rights vis-à-vis a primary insurer in the absence of a contract between them. The court concluded that there was no public policy basis for imposing such a requirement on excess insurers.

The public policy interest in situations where insurance companies are arguing over which insurer should cover a claim rests with neither insurer, but with the insured. By requiring an excess insurer to investigate and notify a primary carrier of any claim for subrogation, we would be placing the insurer's interest ahead of the insured because the excess insurer would be required to delay action until it completed an investigation. We conclude that the better policy is to encourage insurers to promptly protect their insureds' interests and to hold disputes among themselves in abeyance. Therefore, we decline to impose a notice requirement.

The supreme court thus reversed the appellate court.

It does not matter for reservation of rights purposes whether excess insurance is provided by way of a true excess policy or whether it is afforded under an umbrella policy. So long as the primary coverage is not exhausted, an insurer providing excess coverage by way of an umbrella policy can have no defense obligations. An umbrella carrier that has no duty to defend has no obligation to issue a reservation of rights letter in the event it later wants to disclaim coverage.

3. The Duty to Reimburse Defense Costs

A few excess policies provide that in certain circumstances the insurer may be obligated to reimburse the insured for its defense costs. The duty to reimburse defense costs and the duty to defend are not equivalent. An excess insurer may incur a duty to reimburse defense costs while disclaiming its own duty to defend.

See id.
See Nat'l Union Fire Ins. Co., 504 S.E.2d 675.

See State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 29 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 844 (“[A]n umbrella policy has no duty of defense until the primary policy is exhausted.”).
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See Am. Cas. Co. of Reading v. Rahn, 854 F. Supp. 492, 504 (W.D. Mich. 1994) (quoting case for the proposition that duty to defend clauses and reimbursement clauses are two different things); See also Save Mart Supermarkets v. Underwriters at Lloyd's London, 843 F. Supp. 597, 603 (N.D. Cal. 1994) (stating that an insurer's obligation to reimburse defense costs is not determinative of its duty to defend).
costs without assuming a duty to defend. Indeed, a policy provision granting an excess insurer the explicit option to participate in its insured’s defense clearly contradicts any possible duty to do so. From a broader perspective, an excess insurer’s duty to reimburse its insured’s defense costs is more akin to its duty to indemnify than it is to a primary insurer’s duty to defend. This is because an excess insurer’s duty to reimburse does not arise until coverage is established.

4. The Equitable Allocation of Defense Costs to Excess Insurers

As noted previously, there are cases in which the insured’s potential exposure clearly exceeds the primary insurer’s policy limits, but the primary carrier cannot avoid what will surely be an expensive defense because the plaintiff will not settle and the excess carrier will not accept the primary carrier’s tender of the defense. In such cases, the primary insurer is forced to defend for the excess insurer’s benefit. Should not the excess carrier be required to share in the defense costs on equitable grounds? The answer to this question may depend on the language of the excess policy at issue. If the excess policy at issue is a following form policy, or includes language that arguably suggests a duty to defend, the excess insurer may be required to share in the defense costs on some pro rata basis.

The forced sharing of defense costs by an excess insurer absent exhaustion of the primary insurer’s policy limits is a minority position, as it should be. Here the doctrine of equitable contribution does not apply to disputes between primary and excess insurers over defense costs. A true excess insurance policy is specifically intended to come into play only when the limits of underlying primary coverage are exhausted. This principle or purpose is in no way altered by the fact that an excess policy follows form. Excess insurance is priced on the assumption that
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the duty to defend rests with the primary insurer no matter how a particular excess policy is written. More importantly, a primary insurer's duty to defend, once triggered, exists without regard for the value or economic magnitude of the claims made against the insured.\footnote{183} 

\textit{Texas Employers Insurance Ass'n v. Underwriting Members of Lloyds}\footnote{184} reflects the better-reasoned majority approach. \textit{Texas Employers} grew out of a wrongful death action against Monsanto. Texas Employers Insurance Association (TEIA) insured Monsanto under a $1 million primary policy, which included standard duty to defend language.\footnote{185} Monsanto also had two layers of excess coverage written by Lloyds of London, with the first policy providing $5 million in coverage and the second policy providing an additional $10 million in coverage. The Lloyds policies provided that they would pay Monsanto's ultimate net loss, that being either the excess of the limits of the underlying insurance, or $100,000 per occurrence not covered by the underlying insurance. The excess policies further provided that Lloyds "shall not be called upon" to assume Monsanto's defense, though Lloyds had the right to associate in Monsanto's defense.\footnote{186} Finally, the excess policies provided that Lloyds' liability did not attach until the underlying policies were exhausted by the payment of their policy limits.\footnote{187} 

TEIA defended the wrongful death action, which ultimately settled for $7.25 million. TEIA paid its $1 million policy limits toward the settlement, the first level excess policy paid its full $5 million limits, and the second level excess policy paid $1.25 million. TEIA then demanded that Lloyds reimburse it for its attorneys' fees and costs incurred in Monsanto's defense, which exceeded $4 million. Lloyds refused and TEIA sued for contribution.\footnote{188} 

The \textit{Texas Employers} court found no ambiguities in the Lloyds excess policies that would support imposing a duty to defend on the excess carriers,\footnote{189} and noted the majority rule that "excess or umbrella carriers are responsible for defense costs only after exhaustion of the primary policy limits."\footnote{190} TEIA argued that prorating the defense costs attributable to the wrongful death action was "more equitable" and that the excess insurers would be unjustly enriched if they were not required to
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share the cost of defense. The court, however, found no equitable principles supporting any departure from the express contractual obligations embodied in the primary and excess policies.

Where, as in this case, an insured purchases one policy specifically as primary coverage and another as excess coverage, to require the excess insurer to reimburse a primary carrier for amounts that were paid before exhaustion of the underlying policy limits would overturn the reasonable expectations of the parties.

It was irrelevant that the exhaustion of the primary limits and the settlement of the wrongful death action occurred simultaneously, inasmuch as the defense costs at issue were incurred before the settlement, and the timing of TEIA’s exhaustion did not change the language of the respective insurance policies. To equitably apportion defense costs between the primary and excess policies would fly in the face of their unambiguous language. The coverage provided by the excess policies began only where coverage under the primary policy ended. As the primary insurer, it was TEIA’s responsibility to defend Monsanto.

Finally, none of the policies provided any guidance as to how defense costs should be apportioned. The court reasoned that the absence of related language was further evidence that apportionment was never contemplated. The Texas Employers court therefore awarded the excess insurers summary judgment.

An excess insurer may be compelled in equity to incur defense costs paid by a primary insurer where the excess carrier wrongfully refuses to defend the insured after the primary carrier’s limits are exhausted, and the primary carrier continues to defend until it can obtain a declaration that its duty to defend has been fulfilled. Because a primary insurer generally cannot withdraw its defense until it proves its entitlement to do so, an excess carrier that “shirks its duty to defend” between the time of exhaustion and the primary carrier’s proof thereof potentially profits from its wrongful conduct. Such behavior by excess insurers should be discouraged, which courts seek to do by holding that “principles of equity compel the excess carrier to reimburse the primary carrier for the excess
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carrier's share of defense costs." The primary carrier's duty to defend is only a contingent duty in the interim period after an exhaustion dispute arises.200

5. Umbrella Carriers' Duty to Defend Suits Not Covered by Primary Insurance

Unlike true excess policies, umbrella policies typically provide that the umbrella policy will afford primary coverage for certain claims or occurrences that are not within the ambit of the insured's primary policy.201 With primary coverage comes a primary insurer's duty. Thus, an umbrella insurer may have a duty to defend its insured where a true excess carrier would not.202 Of course, there must be a potential for coverage under the umbrella policy in order for the umbrella carrier to have a duty to defend.203

There is nothing remarkable about umbrella carriers' occasional duty to defend suits that primary policies do not cover. The point is that excess and umbrella policies are different, and the two types of carriers might have different obligations requiring case-specific scrutiny.

III. GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING

An insured may sue an excess insurer that breaches an express duty to the insured for breach of contract.204 However, an excess insurer's duties to its insured go beyond those that are expressly stated in its policy. It is well settled that insurance policies contain an implied duty of good faith and fair dealing.205 The implied duty of good faith and fair dealing
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essentially requires that neither party to a contract do anything to impair or injure the other's right to receive the benefits of their agreement. An insurer that breaches its duty of good faith and fair dealing to its insured breaches its contract, and also may be said to be guilty of the tort of "bad faith." The prototypical bad faith claim in the liability insurance context is a situation in which a primary insurer with exclusive control over the settlement of a claim against its insured fails or refuses to settle within its policy limits because it places its financial self-interest ahead of its insured's interests. In other words, the insurer is seen as gambling with the insured's money.

An insurer's duty of good faith and fair dealing, like all contractual duties, has limits. Most fundamentally, an insurer's duty runs only to its insured. Only the insurer and the insured are parties to the contract in which the duty is implied. An insurer's duty of good faith and fair dealing does not extend to every person arguably entitled to payment from policy proceeds.


207. "Bad faith" defies uniform definition or description. The majority rule appears to be that there must be some level of intentional wrongdoing by the insurer in order to support a bad faith claim. The insurer must do more than simply breach its contract with its insured. The Arkansas Supreme Court observed in State Auto Property & Casualty Insurance Co. v. Swaim, 991 S.W.2d 555 (Ark. 1999) that "[a]n insurance company commits the tort of bad faith when it affirmatively engages in dishonest, malicious or oppressive conduct in order to avoid a just obligation to its insured." Id. at 559. "Mere negligence or bad judgment is insufficient so long as the insurer is acting in good faith." Id. This sort of high standard is not universal, however. Some states allow bad faith recovery for an insurer's mere negligence. See Douglas R. Richmond, An Overview of Insurance Bad Faith Law and Litigation, 25 SETON HALL L. REV. 74, 98 (1994). "While it appears to be the majority rule that there must be some level of intentional wrongdoing by an insurer in order to support a bad faith claim, a significant minority of states apply a negligence standard." Richmond, 25 SETON HALL L. REV. at 98.
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While it generally makes perfect sense to limit an insurer's duty of good faith to its insured, excess insurance presents a special need. A primary insurer may decline to settle a claim within its policy limits secure in the knowledge that it cannot be held liable for bad faith to its insured because any verdict or judgment that exceeds its limits will be paid by the excess carrier. Here the primary insurer is gambling with the excess insurer's money instead of the insured's. Moreover, because the excess insurer does not have any contractual relationship with the primary insurer it has no apparent contractual protections, whether express or implied.

The unusual relationship between primary and excess insurers, and the attending potential for strain and abuse, has long drawn judicial attention. As the Third Circuit observed in Puritan Insurance Co. v. Canadian Universal Insurance Co.:

The relationship between the primary and excess carrier is an unusual one; each has a separate contract with the insured, but they have none with each other. Conflicts of interest invariably arise when the underlying tort injury is of such severity that a recovery over the limits of the primary policy is possible. In that circumstance, the excess carrier wishes the primary insurer to dispose of the case within its limits and is not unduly impressed with the primary insurer's desire to save some or all of its policy limits by a favorable verdict at trial. Conversely, the primary carrier is unlikely to have such paternalistic feelings as will induce it to concede its limits when there is some chance of obtaining a favorable verdict. In each instance, one carrier is to some extent gambling with the other's money.

Understanding bad faith when excess insurance is involved may require different lines of analysis. First, what implied duties does an excess insurer owe its insured? Second, what duties flow between primary and excess insurers, if any, and how are those duties enforced in the absence of a direct contractual relationship? Insureds' obligations must be considered in both analyses, both because the duty of good faith and fair dealing is a two-way street and because a self-insured entity might assume a primary insurer's duties.

A. Excess Insurers' Duty of Good Faith to Their Insureds

Excess insurance policies, including those that provide only for indemnity, impose a duty of good faith on the insurer. An insured therefore may sue its excess carrier for bad faith. Among the more complex
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and interesting cases challenging an excess carrier’s good faith is Associated Wholesale Grocers, Inc. v. Americold Corp. 215

Americold arose out of a prolonged fire in a massive underground warehouse built inside a former limestone mine. 216 The fire began in December 1991 and burned until March 1992. 217 Smoke spread throughout the facility, invading space leased by customers and allegedly contaminating the tenants’ stored food products with toxic residue. 218 Americold Corporation and its subsidiary, which owned and managed the warehouse, were insured under a $1 million primary liability policy issued by National Union, a $25 million excess policy issued by Northwest Pacific Indemnity (NPIC), and a top-layer $15 million excess policy issued by TIG Insurance. 219 Americold’s customers (or their subrogated property insurers) sued for the contamination of their property by smoke from the fire. 220 These cases were filed in both federal and state court. 221 National Union assumed Americold’s defense as it was obligated to do under its policy, albeit under a reservation of rights. 222

The fire litigation proceeded at an intense pace throughout 1992 and 1993. 223 By June 1993, the NPIC claims professional responsible for the many cases, David Bissell, concluded that the absolute pollution exclusion in the NPIC policy probably foreclosed coverage for claims attributable to smoke damage to property stored in the Americold facility. 224 Relying on the advice of counsel, however, Bissell resolved that he was not obligated to reveal NPIC’s coverage position to Americold unless NPIC took control of the defense. 225

In January 1994, TIG, whose following form policy was excess to NPIC’s policy, demanded a coverage position from NPIC. 226 In response, NPIC’s coverage counsel, Paul Hasty, told TIG that its request for a coverage position was premature. 227 Hasty based his reply on the fact that
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National Union was still defending Americold, as well as the fact that because the primary policy limits had not been exhausted, NPIC's duties under its policy had not been triggered.\textsuperscript{228}

The many plaintiffs claimed damages in the fire litigation exceeding all of Americold's available liability insurance coverage, both primary and excess.\textsuperscript{229} On February 7, 1994, the district judge handling the federal cases announced that trial would be bifurcated, trying liability before damages.\textsuperscript{230} The liability phase of the trial was scheduled to start April 12, 1994.\textsuperscript{231} On February 10, 1994, Americold's personal counsel, Paul Niewald, demanded that National Union, NPIC, and TIG settle the many plaintiffs' claims within their combined policy limits.\textsuperscript{232} Then, for the first time, NPIC stated its coverage position.\textsuperscript{233} Hasty wrote Niewald telling him, among other things, that the absolute pollution exclusion in the NPIC excess policy barred coverage, that underlying coverage had to be exhausted before liability would attach under the NPIC policy, and that Americold's potential breach of the NPIC policy by not seeking coverage under its tenants' liability policies might excuse coverage.\textsuperscript{234} Hasty's letter did not expressly state that NPIC was denying coverage.\textsuperscript{235}

Niewald responded by informing Bissell that if NPIC denied coverage, Americold would seek indemnification from NPIC for any judgment against Americold.\textsuperscript{236} Niewald also sent Bissell a copy of a brief addressing the absolute pollution exclusion in the NPIC policy.\textsuperscript{237} "The brief emphasized that [the] exclusion was never intended to apply to smoke damage from a hostile fire."\textsuperscript{238}

Court-ordered settlement conferences were held a little more than a month before the federal trial was to start.\textsuperscript{239} The settlement conferences lasted five days, ending on March 8, 1994.\textsuperscript{240} All plaintiffs offered to settle within Americold's total policy limits.\textsuperscript{241} On March 9, National Union offered to pay the balance of its policy limits.\textsuperscript{242} Neither NPIC nor
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TIG offered any settlement amount. On March 10, Americold repeated its demand that its insurers settle the cases within their policy limits. NPIC then acknowledged that National Union's policy limits had been exhausted, but it would neither admit nor deny coverage. "NPIC offered to defend Americold under a reservation of rights (although no reservation of rights letter had yet been issued), which Americold declined." Niewald advised NPIC and TIG that he intended to negotiate a global settlement with the plaintiffs without NPIC's or TIG's involvement. Americold and the plaintiffs then began negotiating outside of NPIC's and TIG's presence, and settled the plaintiffs' claims for consent judgments totaling $58,754,574. As part of the settlement, Americold assigned its breach of contract and bad faith claims against NPIC and TIG to the plaintiffs in exchange for a covenant not to execute against Americold. That settlement was completed in the summer of 1994.

On March 15, 1994, NPIC filed a declaratory judgment against the plaintiffs and Americold in a Kansas state court. On April 11, 1994 (one day before the federal trial had been scheduled to start), NPIC "formally offered to defend [Americold] under a lengthy reservation of rights." In September 1994, after registering their consent judgments, the plaintiffs instituted garnishment proceedings against NPIC and TIG. The garnishment proceedings were consolidated with NPIC's declaratory judgment action. All parties moved for summary judgment.

The trial court denied the excess insurers' motions and granted the plaintiffs' summary judgment motions. The court entered judgment against NPIC for its $25 million policy limits. The court further held NPIC and TIG jointly and severally liable for the remaining amount of the consent judgments, that being just over $33.6 million, plus interest. TIG settled with the plaintiffs for its $15 million policy limits. NPIC appealed to the Kansas Supreme Court.

The Americold court easily rejected NPIC's arguments that the absolute pollution exclusion barred coverage, and that some of Ameri-
cold’s insurance policies were underlying insurance that had to be ex-
hausted before implicating NPIC’s policy.258 The issue then became the
enforceability of Americold’s consent judgments.259

Viewing “the impact of the Americold settlement agreement on
NPIC through the procedural lens of summary judgment,” the court con-
cluded that material issues of fact remained “concerning the reasonableness
and good faith of the agreement.”260 In reaching this early conclu-
sion, the court noted excess insurers’ duties of good faith in the settle-
ment context:

Before National Union tendered its policy limits, NPIC was not obli-
gated to defend Americold or to take charge of settlement efforts on
behalf of Americold. National Union had assumed Americold's de-
fense. However, an excess insurer owes an implied good faith obliga-
tion regarding settlement negotiations . . . Even when [the excess in-
surer] has not assumed the defense or control of settlement negotia-
tions, [it] has the right under the policy to consent to any settlement
reaching its coverage level. The excess insurer has an implied obliga-
tion to exercise that right in good faith.261

The court then went on to examine several aspects of the challenged set-
tlement agreement that supported its conclusion that genuine issues of
material fact remained to be resolved.262

The Americold court first addressed NPIC's argument that its refusal
to consent to the allegedly collusive settlements released it from
liability.263 The court observed “[a]n insured does not lose rights against
the insurer by entering into a settlement after the insurer’s bad faith de-
nial of coverage and refusal of a reasonable settlement offer within pol-
icy limits.”264 NPIC's denial of coverage was wrongful and, if its refusal
to settle were the product of either bad faith or negligence, then its lack
of consent to the settlement would be no bar to its enforceability against
it.265 Of course, the settlement amount would have to be reasonable.266

NPIC tried to distinguish its implied duty to settle from that of a
primary insurer, arguing that it did not have time to evaluate its potential
settlement obligation.267 This argument failed as a matter of fact. Al-
though less than a day passed between National Union's March 9, 1994
tender of its policy limits and Americold's settlement with the plaintiffs,
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NPIC had known of the plaintiffs' policy limits settlement offer since November 1993.\footnote{268} Americold gave NPIC an opportunity to reconsider its position before settling with the plaintiffs.\footnote{269} NPIC "never suggested that it needed more time" to consider the plaintiffs' settlement offer.\footnote{270}

NPIC also claimed that Americold breached its duty to cooperate by entering into the consent judgments.\footnote{271} NPIC claimed that it was prejudiced by the settlement because it was precluded from defending the case.\footnote{272} The Americold court was not persuaded.

NPIC was not obligated to assume the defense until the primary insurance was exhausted. When exhaustion occurred, the litigation had been pending for some 18 months, discovery had taken place, trial on the liability issues was a month away in federal court, and the parties had been involved in court-ordered settlement discussions over the previous 3 weeks. All during this time, NPIC had the right to participate in the investigation and litigation. NPIC's claim of prejudice in being foreclosed from defending Americold, in view of its refusal to offer any settlement amount, is questionable.\footnote{273}

Moving on, the court asked: "[w]hat effect should Americold's refusal of NPIC's offer to defend subject to a reservation of rights have on the enforceability of the settlement against NPIC?"\footnote{274} The court was not surprised by Americold's rejection of NPIC's defense under reservation in light of NPIC's wrongful denial of coverage and refusal to participate in settlement.\footnote{275} Accepting NPIC's defense under reservation would have exposed Americold to a ruinous jury verdict and additional litigation with NPIC over coverage.\footnote{276}

The Court found that NPIC's offer to defend under an oral reservation of rights did not cure its wrongful denial of coverage. While its offer of a defense under reservation did not absolve it of liability, it was relevant to its good faith and negligence surrounding the settlement of the fire litigation.\footnote{277}

The court next discussed NPIC's challenge to the reasonableness of the plaintiffs' policy limits settlement offer and, ultimately, to the reasonableness of the consent judgment amounts.\footnote{278} NPIC argued that the set-
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tlement was collusive because Americold negotiated it in secret.\textsuperscript{279} Again, Americold’s reluctance to share its thoughts and settlement strategies with NPIC was unremarkable.

NPIC chose not to be involved in the settlement discussions by refusing to contribute anything toward settlement. Once NPIC denied coverage and offered nothing toward settlement, the relationship with Americold became adversarial. NPIC knew the negotiations were taking place. Under those circumstances, Americold’s efforts to keep the final settlement negotiations and agreement confidential from NPIC may or may not raise concerns of collusion.\textsuperscript{280}

The court did conclude, however, that the trial court erred by not independently evaluating the reasonableness of the settlement amount.\textsuperscript{281} On remand the plaintiffs would be required to substantiate their damages and, in doing so, provide the trial court with a basis to evaluate the reasonableness of the settlement.\textsuperscript{282}

The crucial and final issue decided by the court was NPIC’s liability for damages in excess of its policy limits.\textsuperscript{283} The Americold court observed that because an insured’s cause of action against an insurer for breach of its implied duty of good faith in settlement is contractual, “the term ‘extra-contractual damages’ is a misnomer.”\textsuperscript{284} The damages awarded should place the insured in the same position it would have enjoyed had the insurance company’s breach never occurred.\textsuperscript{285}

Kansas does not recognize the tort of bad faith, holding instead that in defending and settling claims a liability insurer owes the insured a “duty to act in good faith and without negligence.”\textsuperscript{286} The Americold court acknowledged that the distinction between the Kansas “bad faith” and “negligence” standards is blurry, and that the insurer’s duty to act in good faith and without negligence arises out of the policy.\textsuperscript{287} The duty to act in good faith without negligence also encompasses a liability insurer’s coverage decision when used as the reason for rejecting a reasonable settlement offer within policy limits.\textsuperscript{288} An insurer is not required to settle a claim when there is a good faith question as to whether there is coverage under its policy.\textsuperscript{289} The court was thus required to decide
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whether material issues of fact remained concerning NPIC's bad faith in
declining to settle because it believed that its absolute pollution exclusion
barred coverage.  

The Americold court concluded that material issues of fact remained
to be resolved for several reasons. First, NPIC offered to defend under
a reservation of rights shortly after National Union's tender. NPIC's
obligations, if any, were not triggered until Americold's primary cover-
age was exhausted, and National Union's coverage position was un-
clear (by virtue of its reservation of rights) until it tendered its policy
limits at the March 1994 settlement conference. Second, NPIC's
brinksmanship may or may not have prejudiced Americold. Although
NPIC may not have had an express contractual obligation to reveal its
coverage position before National Union's tender of its policy limits, its
implied good faith obligation could have required a more prompt disclo-
sure of its coverage position after the initial policy limits settlement of-
fer. Third, NPIC's claim that tenant policies provided coverage pri-
mary to NPIC's "lacked substance." Fourth, NPIC did not take some
steps necessary to perfect its exhaustion argument until two years after it
first became aware of facts suggesting the possibility of this coverage
defense. Fifth, "NPIC made no effort to settle."  

The Kansas Supreme Court remanded the case to the trial court for a
factual determination as to whether NPIC denied coverage in bad faith. If
the district court were to find that NPIC did not act in bad faith, the
insurer's liability would be fixed at $25 million, that being its policy
limit. If NPIC were found on remand to have acted in bad faith and the
consent judgments were found to be reasonable, then NPIC would be
liable for the full value of those judgments.  

Americold is a complex and confusing case, and the opinion is not a
model of clarity. The case does illustrate the predicament in which an
excess insurer can find itself when it slumbers on its rights and arguably
plays coy with its insured. NPIC's entire policy limits clearly were at risk
and, accordingly, it could have demanded that National Union tender its
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policy limits months earlier so that it could take control of the defense. It did not. It could have announced its coverage position as soon as it knew that it would be relying on its absolute pollution exclusion. It instead concealed its coverage position from its insured and from TIG, the excess carrier above. It could have filed a declaratory judgment action to determine the applicability of its exclusion long before it did. There was no apparent reason for that delay. Whether NPIC will ultimately bear the $33 million in bad faith liability remains to be seen.

In *Rocor International, Inc. v. National Union Fire Insurance Co.*, 303 an excess insurer, National Union, assumed control of settlement negotiations in a high-exposure case that clearly implicated its policy limits. 304 Although National Union ultimately settled the case within its policy limits, it delayed in doing so. 305 Shortly after National Union took control of settlement negotiations, the case could have been settled for $6.3 million. 306 National Union finally settled the case almost a year later for $6.4 million. 307 In the meantime, Rocor, which was self-insured up to $1 million, had to continue to prepare for trial in the event the case did not settle. 308 Rocor thus sued National Union to recover its defense costs incurred because of National Union's delay. 309

Rocor alleged that National Union violated the Texas Insurance Code by not attempting in good faith to settle on fair terms once Rocor's liability was reasonably clear. 310 The Texas Court of Appeals agreed that Rocor had pleaded a cause of action under the applicable statute, stating that:

While Rocor had no right to expect that [National Union] would settle blindly, it certainly had a right to expect that, once all parties agreed on liability and damages, settlement would follow with reasonable promptness, and thus Rocor's financial interests would be protected. This is especially true in this case, because National Union took over settlement negotiations and negotiated with Rocor's funds and those of Rocor's primary carrier. 311

Rocor also alleged National Union's negligence in handling the settlement. National Union argued in response that it had no duty to defend Rocor, and that absent a duty to defend it owed Rocor no duty to settle within policy limits. 312 The *Rocor* court rejected National Union's argu-
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ments. While National Union clearly had no duty to defend Rocor under the express terms of its policy, it “assumed a duty to fairly settle the underlying tort litigation when it took over settlement negotiations, especially negotiations involving funds that it did not control” (Rocor's SIR and its primary policy limits). The court reasoned that National Union could not have it both ways: “it [could not] take exclusive control of the handling of claims against its insured” and then claim that it could not be liable for related missteps because it had no contractual duty to defend. National Union's assumption of exclusive control over settlement negotiations gave rise to a special relationship upon which liability could be premised.

The court acknowledged that National Union did settle the case, such that Rocor was not exposed to excess liability. Nevertheless, the fact that this was not a typical third-party bad faith case did not mean that National Union should escape responsibility; National Union owed Rocor a duty to handle claims in such a way as to minimize Rocor's financial hardship. The Rocor court reasoned that National Union should not be allowed to drag out settlement free from a duty to defend while Rocor paid what were essentially unnecessary defense costs.

Rocor teaches that excess insurers, just like primary insurers, can assume duties to their insureds that would not otherwise exist. The opinion should not be extended beyond its facts, however. The case is unusual in that the plaintiffs' attorneys, Rocor's defense counsel and National Union's attorneys all evaluated the case as having nearly the same settlement value. Had there not been that harmony, such that National Union's delay in settlement was the product of hard negotiations required to close a significant gap between the plaintiffs' initial offer and the true value of the case, no one reasonably could have accused the insurer of unfair business practices or negligence. That being the situation, Rocor's defense costs would simply have been the price of self-insuring rather than being cast as damages.

B. The Insured's Obligation to the Excess Insurer

Liability insurers regularly complain of insureds' collusive and even fraudulent behavior in connection with allegedly unreasonable settle-
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

ments and consent judgments. Excess insurers also are targets of schemes by insureds to manipulate claims to the carrier's detriment.

The London underwriter serving as an excess insurer in *Andrade v. Jennings*, 321 Jennings, issued a policy to the owner of a fishing boat. The boat's owner, Jorge Fishing, also purchased a $1 million primary policy from American Maritime. 322 Unfortunately, when Jorge's employee Andrade was injured in a shipboard accident, American Maritime was insolvent. 323 Thus, Wells Fargo Bank, the vessel's largest lien holder, engaged the law firm of Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye (Gray Cary) to defend Jorge against Andrade's lawsuit. 324 Another lien holder, PCA, also joined Jorge's defense. 325

Gray Cary wrote counsel for Jorge's broker to enlist his aid in notifying Jennings that Jorge required a defense in light of American Marine's insolvency. 326 One thing led to another, and Jennings retained the law firm of Hancock, Rothert & Bunshoft (Hancock) to represent his syndicate's interests. 327 Gray Cary informed Hancock that Andrade's claim had a settlement value of $200,000. 328 Hancock asked to be provided with any information indicating that Andrade's claim might exceed $1 million, thereby implicating Jennings' coverage. 329

Andrade's lawyer later made a $950,000 settlement offer which Gray Cary did not report to Hancock. 330 PCA asked Gray Cary to quickly resolve Andrade's claim. 331 PCA also told Gray Cary to structure the settlement such that Andrade would not record a lien against the vessel. 332 Gray Cary then asked Andrade's lawyer to present an "'immediate demand' and new settlement proposal." 333 The lawyers met to design a settlement. 334 Immediately after that meeting, Andrade's lawyer filed with the court an offer to compromise for a $1.5 million stipulated judgment. 335 Gray Cary did not report either the settlement discussions or the $1.5 million settlement demand. 336
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Settlement negotiations continued for months. Gray Cary concealed these negotiations from Hancock. Hancock eventually learned of the settlement negotiations and warned Gray Cary that such conduct was a breach of Jorge's duty to cooperate, thus voiding void coverage under Jennings' policy. Hancock further warned Gray Cary against attempting to manufacture a claim in the excess layer where none would otherwise exist. Gray Cary responded by telling Hancock that Andrade's attorney intended to seek court approval of a settlement ranging between $1.5 million and $2 million, and giving Hancock the date of the settlement hearing. The Hancock attorney handling the case declined to attend the settlement hearing.

The hearing went forward in Hancock and Jennings' absence. Gray Cary appeared at the hearing for Jorge. Andrade testified without objection and without being cross-examined. "[Gray Cary] did not contest Jorge's liability or Andrade's damages." The federal magistrate conducting the "prove-up hearing" entered a $1,586,840.53 judgment for Andrade.

Andrade settled with Jorge's insurance broker, who procured the worthless American Maritime primary policy, for somewhere between $150,000 and $175,000. Jennings refused to pay Andrade that portion of the judgment within the excess policy's limits. A trial court eventually entered a $586,840.57 judgment against Jennings on claims brought by Andrade for breach of contract and declaratory relief. After an appeal and remand, Jennings' collusion defense was tried to a jury. The jury returned a verdict for Jennings and Andrade appealed.

On appeal, Andrade argued that Jennings should be barred from attacking his judgment as collusive because he knew of his potential liability as an excess insurer and the prove-up hearing, but did nothing until after the hearing. The Andrade court rejected this argument.
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Jennings' decision not to participate in the prove-up hearing had been but one factor considered by the jury in adjudicating his collusion defense.\textsuperscript{355}

Andrade next attacked the verdict for Jennings as lacking substantial evidentiary support.\textsuperscript{356} The court also rejected this argument.\textsuperscript{357} "As the insured, Jorge owed its excess insurer Jennings the duty of good faith and fair dealing."\textsuperscript{358} The court further stated that "[a]n insured may not manipulate claims to an excess carrier's detriment."\textsuperscript{359} There was abundant evidence of Jorge's bad faith. Gray Cary violated the assistance and cooperation clauses in the excess policy "and thus committed a fraud on Jennings" by not providing him with a copy of Andrade's original $950,000 settlement offer; by not conveying Andrade's $1.5 million settlement offer; by concealing other evidence of Andrade's damages (an economist's report that Andrade's lost income approached $1.2 million); by entering into the settlement agreement; and by not mounting a defense at the prove-up hearing.\textsuperscript{360} Further, three witnesses who testified in the collusion case pegged the value of Andrade's claim at between $150,000 and $250,000, and one of the Gray Cary attorneys had twice told Hancock that Andrade's claim had a settlement value of $200,000.\textsuperscript{361} At the time of the settlement, there had been no local settlement or judgment exceeding $1 million in a similar maritime case; the highest settlement had not exceeded $350,000.\textsuperscript{362} The largest prior jury verdict obtained by Andrade's attorney's law firm in a maritime case was $900,000.\textsuperscript{363} Finally, the court found that the jury could also "reasonably conclude" that defenses available to Jorge that were not raised at the prove-up hearing could have reduced Andrade's provable damages to below $1 million.\textsuperscript{364}

After reasoning that the settlement was unreasonable and the judgment was collusive, the \textit{Andrade} court turned to the reasonableness of Jennings' absence at the prove-up hearing.\textsuperscript{365} In light of Jorge's admission of liability in settlement documents, Jennings' appearance at the hearing would have been pointless.\textsuperscript{366} Moreover, Hancock satisfied all duties of inquiry that Jennings might owe.\textsuperscript{367} The Hancock attorney handling the matter (Booth) knew that Gray Cary was defending Jorge and had no
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reason to believe that it would cease its defense at any foreseeable time. Nor did Booth have any reason to believe that Gray Cary was withholding information. According to expert witnesses who testified at the trial of the collusion case, Booth was entitled to believe that the Gray Cary attorneys were truthful, and that they were providing complete and accurate information about the status of Andrade's case.

Andrade also argued that even if Andrade did collude with Gray Cary and Jorge, Jennings was not damaged because Jennings had all the information needed to defend himself in the case in which the consent judgment was taken. Again, the Andrade court rejected the plaintiff's argument. Jennings' exposure arose when "he knew or should have known [that] the limits of Jorge's primary coverage would . . . become exhausted." Gray Cary effectively concealed all such information from Jennings. The settlement agreement with its unopposed judgment harmed Jennings because the liability issue was a "done deal" once Jorge agreed to give up all defenses it might assert against Andrade. Jennings thus lacked "any meaningful opportunity to present a proper defense of the case, particularly with respect to issues of liability."

Finally, Andrade argued that even if the court were to uphold the jury verdict of collusion, he should be entitled to pursue a direct claim against Jennings. He reasoned that any collusion "voided only the settlement agreement and did not relieve Jennings of his contractual obligation to provide coverage for [his] injuries." Jennings countered by arguing that, as Jorge's assignee, Andrade possessed only those remedies that Jorge had and he was subject to any defenses Jennings had against Jorge. Thus, the jury's finding of collusion barred any direct claim by Andrade against Jennings.

The Andrade court dodged this issue altogether. The issue was not presented to the trial court, and accordingly, it could not be raised for the first time on appeal.
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While an excess carrier may be able to sue a primary insurer for bad faith if it fails to settle a case within its policy limits, a subject discussed in detail in the next section, it does not necessarily follow that an excess carrier may sue a self-insured policyholder for bad faith in failing to settle a lawsuit for an amount within its SIR. As the court observed in Employers Mutual Casualty Co. v. Key Pharmaceuticals, Inc.: The simple fact of the matter is that policyholders, even partially self-insured policyholders, are not primary carriers. Policyholders pay premiums to excess carriers in order to have protection against the risk of litigation (which risks include that of guessing wrong in settlement negotiations); primary carriers do not, and therefore must be careful as to how they balance their own interests with the competing interests of the excess carriers in any given claim instance. We have found no basis in the law, nor have we been pointed to any, for concluding that, apart from the premiums it pays, an insured also assumes a fiduciary duty of care toward its insurer in the context of settlements.

Thus, an excess insurer believing that its insured wrongly refused to settle a case within its SIR must raise policy defenses to coverage for the resulting judgment. A court might enforce a duty in contract for which the insured has bargained, even though the court might hesitate to enforce the duty in tort.

C. Disputes Between Excess and Primary Insurers

Disputes between primary and excess insurers often grow out of a primary carrier's failure to settle a case within its policy limits. A primary insurer's failure to settle a case within its policy limits for which the facts should require it to do so, thereby exposing its insured to personal liability, is the essence of the third-party bad faith tort. A primary insurer's wrongful or unreasonable failure to settle a case within its policy limits is no less offensive when an excess insurer must bear liability for the resulting judgment above the primary carrier's limits. The issue then becomes how the excess carrier can call the primary insurer to account.
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389. Allowing excess insurers a right of action against primary insurers for bad faith (whether direct or via equitable subrogation) encourages reasonable settlements, prevents primary insurers from obstructing settlement, prevents the unfair distribution of losses among primary and excess
A few courts hold that a primary insurer owes an excess insurer a direct duty of good faith and fair dealing.\textsuperscript{390} These courts reason that when a primary insurer refuses to settle in bad faith, the excess insurer is in the same position as an insured.\textsuperscript{391} Fairness dictates the imposition of a direct duty on the primary insurer, inasmuch as the excess carrier relies on the primary carrier to discharge any claims handling and defense obligations.\textsuperscript{392} An excess insurer is entitled to rely on a primary insurer to not elevate its interests ahead of the excess insurer's interests, just as an insured can expect that a primary insurer will not subordinate the insured's interests to its own.\textsuperscript{393} By treating an excess insurer and an insured as identical, direct duty jurisdictions avoid stumbling over the intellectual block posed by the absence of a contractual relationship between a primary and an excess insurer.\textsuperscript{394}

Most courts reject the direct duty theory.\textsuperscript{395} Under the majority rule, the duty to settle that a primary insurer owes an excess insurer derives from the primary insurer's duty to the insured, such that an aggrieved excess insurer may sue on an equitable subrogation theory.\textsuperscript{396} In order for an excess insurer to sue a non-settling primary insurer via equitable subrogation the excess insurer must prove that the primary insurer failed to fulfill a duty owed to the insured,\textsuperscript{397} and it must pay some portion of the insurers, and reduces the cost of excess insurance. See Truck Ins. Exch. v. Century Indem. Co., 887 P.2d 455, 458 (Wash. Ct. App. 1995).


\textsuperscript{391} See RLI, 691 So. 2d at 1096; Baen, 723 A.2d at 639.


\textsuperscript{394} The implied duty of good faith and fair dealing clearly is a contract law principle. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 205 (1979).


verdict or judgment at issue. Generally, the measure of damages in an equitable subrogation action is the difference between the amount the excess insurer would have contributed to the settlement that the primary insurer unreasonably refused, if anything, and the amount the excess insurer ultimately paid to satisfy the judgment.

The equitable subrogation approach represents better contract law and insurance law than does the direct duty theory. Though direct duty proponents may argue that their way avoids equitable defenses (such as estoppel) that might operate to deny an excess carrier redress, that simply is not so; equitable defenses work on legal claims as well as those in equity. A primary insurer in a direct duty jurisdiction also may have perfectly valid defenses to an excess insurer's bad faith claim that do not sound in equity. For example, a primary insurer's implied duty to settle is excused where an excess insurer denies coverage.

There are two situations, however, in which the recognition of a direct duty makes some sense, contract law hurdles aside. First, consider the situation in which the plaintiff is willing to settle only for an amount that exceeds the primary insurer's policy limits. An insurer generally does not owe an insured the implied duty to settle where no offer is made within its limits. Under equitable subrogation theory, the absence of a policy limits settlement offer allows the primary insurer to try the case unencumbered by potential bad faith liability even though it is gambling with the excess insurer's money. The excess insurer can have rights against the primary carrier no greater than those enjoyed by the insured, which would be none. Second, consider the situation where the insured insists on trying the case notwithstanding the risk of a verdict greater than the limits of its primary policy. Perhaps the insured is concerned about its reputation or about business interests that might be harmed by a decision in the case at bar. If the excess insurer's right to sue the primary carrier for bad faith or negligence is derivative, any claim the excess
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The insurer might have will be "barred by the insured's decision to roll the dice." 405

Even these two scenarios, however, do not justify the recognition of a direct duty. As for the first, why should an excess insurer possess rights greater than those of an insured? There is no evidence of such a need. Moreover, the excess insurer bargained for this risk. The insurance industry maxim "there are no bad risks, only bad premiums," finds application here. As for the second scenario, an initial observation is that it will rarely happen. Standard primary liability insurance policies grant the insurer the right to settle as it deems expedient. Such provisions trump the insured's desire for vindication by a jury. 406 Additionally, if the insured irresponsibly insists on a trial, an excess insurer may avoid liability by asserting the insured's breach of its duty of good faith and fair dealing. 407 The excess carrier does not need to be able to sue the primary insurer in light of the defense the insured's conduct affords. 408

Bad faith cases are often fact specific, but California Union Insurance Co. v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. 409 illustrates the burdens primary insurers may bear when trying to resolve a case short of an excess carrier's coverage. In California Union, a telephone company's (CTI) second-level excess insurer, California Union, sued its underlying insurer, Liberty Mutual, for negligence in bad faith in failing to settle a case within Liberty Mutual's policy limits. Liberty Mutual had issued CTI a $1 million primary policy and a $1 million first-level excess policy. California Union had issued a $4 million excess policy immediately above the Liberty Mutual excess policy. 410

The plaintiff in the underlying case, Hauck, suffered catastrophic injury while inspecting a roof. He retained the renowned Chicago plaintiffs' firm of Corboy & Demetrio to pursue his claims against several defendants. 411 Liberty Mutual provided CTI with a defense to Hauck's suit.

Hauck initially demanded $37.5 million to settle. 412 Despite her belief that CTI's liability clearly exceeded the limits of Liberty Mutual's coverage, the Liberty Mutual claims handler primarily responsible for the
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case refused to offer the company's $2 million policy limits toward settlement. California Union reserved its entire $4 million policy limits shortly thereafter based on the advice of the attorney it hired to monitor the defense of Hauck's case.

As discovery proceeded, the case got worse from the defendants' perspective. Nonetheless, Hauck reduced his settlement demand to $16 million. Liberty Mutual's defense counsel asked for authority to settle the case and California Union formally demanded that Liberty Mutual do so. California Union was prepared to contribute to a settlement but would not do so until Liberty Mutual exhausted its $2 million policy limits. At a meeting of all concerned on the defense side, Liberty Mutual advised that it had no plans to contribute to any settlement.

Ultimately, all of the defendants except CTI settled for a combined $4.4 million. Despite the fact that Liberty Mutual's defense counsel advised it to offer its $2 million policy limits in settlement and another excess carrier above California Union urged Liberty Mutual to move quickly toward settlement, Liberty Mutual refused to offer more than $400,000. Liberty Mutual finally upped its offer to $800,000. This offer was rejected. Even when it became apparent that Liberty Mutual could settle the case for $1.6 million it refused to offer more than $800,000.

California Union ultimately became so concerned about the potential for a big verdict that it offered a "high-low agreement" governing the trial. The low was $500,000 and the high was $4 million, with the $4 million divided equally between Liberty Mutual and California Union. While the parties still would have to try the case, the high-low agreement limited the risk of a bad verdict from either side's perspective. California Union reserved its right to sue Liberty Mutual for bad faith in refusing to settle notwithstanding its participation in the high-low strategy.

Hauck's lawyer Demetrio rejected the high-low agreement. Demetrio tried the case solely against CTI, which he called "the most culpable party." The jury returned a $16,038,737 verdict for Hauck, reduced by 40 percent for Hauck's comparative fault. One month after the verdict, California Union and Liberty Mutual settled with Hauck for $5,723,242, with Liberty Mutual paying its $2 million policy limits and California
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Union contributing $3,723,242.42. California Union then sued Liberty Mutual for bad faith in failing to settle the Hauck case.

Both carriers moved for summary judgment in the bad faith action, and the case was decided on their cross motions. Liberty Mutual first argued that California Union was equitably estopped from pursuing its claims. Liberty Mutual asserted that the presence of California Union's monitoring counsel at the settlement conferences in the Hauck case "'altered the negotiating landscape' because it signaled Hauck's attorney that the excess carrier was concerned by the case, and therefore that more money might be forthcoming." The California Union court quickly dispatched this argument.

An excess insurer can be estopped from recovery if its own actions induced the defendant to try the case . . . . Likewise, if an excess insurer participates in settlement negotiations and approves the settlement amount, it may have waived its right to challenge the settlement later . . . . Neither of those situations exists here, and the mere hiring of monitoring counsel does not create equitable estoppel.

Liberty Mutual next asserted that California Union had suffered no harm because it had reserved its entire $4 million policy limits. This unsupported argument failed easily. "Under Illinois law, if a primary insurer breaches its duty to its insured or an excess insurer, the excess verdict itself constitutes damages." Liberty Mutual did not dispute that it owed CTI (and thus California Union) a "general duty to use due care to avoid an excess judgment." Liberty Mutual instead contended that it had no duty to initiate settlement negotiations. The California Union court cautiously observed that an insurer occasionally may have a duty to initiate settlement negotiations, though that is not the general rule and such a duty should be imposed sparingly, such as where potential excess liability is "'glaring.'" The court then made clear that so rare a duty was not directly implicated in this case.

The duty to initiate settlement does not directly apply here. Instead, this case involves the related duty to continue ongoing settlement discussions . . . . Here, Hauck's attorney began the negotiating process and demonstrated receptiveness to counter-offers. Although Hauck's demands were high, he never indicated that he was not prepared to
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reduce them in order to settle; in fact, Hauck's demands became lower over time, a clear signal that he was willing to settle. In this situation, Liberty Mutual's duty was not to initiate settlement but merely to act reasonably in continuing the negotiations, including making reasonable offers up to the limits of its policy if that was necessary and prudent.426

After examining many factors bearing on the reasonableness of Liberty Mutual's conduct, the California Union court concluded that no reasonable trier of fact could find that Liberty Mutual's actions in pursuing settlement in the Hauck case were reasonable.427 There was virtually no evidence that Liberty Mutual met its duty of care to CTI and, by way of equitable subrogation, its duty to California Union.428 The court thus entered summary judgment for California Union, awarding the excess insurer $3,723,242 (its portion of the settlement) plus interest and costs.429

Of course, there may be cases in which the primary insurer allegedly mishandles settlement negotiations or seriously misjudges the value of the case, but the primary insurer's blunders are meaningless because the plaintiff's damages are so great that the case could never be settled within the primary policy limits.430 In such a case, an excess insurer that pays all or part of its policy limits will not be able to prevail on a bad faith claim against the primary insurer. This is because the primary insurer's failures or errors are not the cause of the excess insurer's claimed damages.431 Indeed, the excess insurer has no damages. It paid under its policy not because of the primary insurer's bad faith, but because it realized the risk it insured.

IV. SPREADING THE RISK AND SHARING THE PAIN: EXHAUSTION OF COVERAGE AND LOSS ALLOCATION ISSUES

Generally, for an excess insurer to have any obligation to its insured, the primary insurer must pay its policy limits toward the satisfaction or settlement of the claim or judgment against the insured. A primary insurer that properly pays its policy limits is said to have "exhausted" its limits. Similarly, an excess insurance policyholder that self-insures instead of purchasing a primary policy must exhaust its SIR before the excess insurer is required to respond to a loss.432
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Problems arise in cases involving continuous or progressive injuries or losses spanning several policy periods. Asbestosis claims, silicosis claims, environmental or pollution claims, and cases involving construction defects and earth movement, are just a few examples of continuous losses that burden courts and insurers. Standard insurance policy provisions do not neatly fit the complex factual scenarios presented by losses that span years or even decades.\(^4\)

A loss that spans years may “trigger” multiple insurance policies. Insurance polices do not contain the term “trigger,” which is simply a term of convenience.\(^3\) “Triggering” occurs when a loss implicates a policy’s coverage, subject to the policy’s terms and exclusions, and any other coverage defenses the insurer may raise.\(^5\) Most courts now employ the so-called “continuous trigger” or “triple trigger.”\(^6\) Under this approach, any policy on the risk at any time during the continuing loss is triggered, meaning that the issuing insurer must be prepared to defend or pay up to its policy limits as the case may be.\(^7\)

One of the most hotly contested issues in continuous loss cases, often referred to by insurers as “long-tail claims,” is whether an insured is obligated to exhaust its liability coverage “vertically” or “horizontally.” This issue arises when several primary policies or lower level excess policies are triggered, and a court must determine whether the limits of the underlying policies for one year (vertical exhaustion) or all years (horizontal exhaustion) must be exhausted before a particular excess policy must pay.\(^8\) Special problems may arise when an underlying insurer becomes insolvent, or an excess insurer is otherwise required to
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“drop down” to provide a level of coverage lower than that for which it bargained.

Long-tail claims are the bane of liability insurers. They are horribly expensive, consuming untold insurance company dollars in defense costs, indemnity payments, and coverage litigation costs. Accordingly, disputes involving the allocation of losses between insurers and their insureds, and between insurers, are regular sights on the insurance litigation landscape. Should multiple insurers bear that portion of a loss attributable to their “time on the risk”? Are policyholders bound to pay “orphan shares” attributable to gaps in coverage, or must the other insurers on the risk bear that responsibility as well? Allocation disputes are often confusing, at least in part because insurance policies themselves are silent on the issue.

A. Exhaustion of Primary Insurance

1. Vertical Versus Horizontal Exhaustion

“Vertical exhaustion” allows an insured to select policy periods triggered by a continuous loss. Under vertical exhaustion theory, “the first-in-time primary and excess policies will be exhausted before the next-in-time primary and excess policies will be tapped.” Vertical exhaustion benefits the insured because it allows the insured to select the policy periods in which it has the most available coverage to respond to a loss, thereby maximizing indemnity dollars. It also benefits the insured because it preserves coverage under successive primary policies, thereby ensuring the insured of a continued defense.

“Horizontal exhaustion” means that the primary insurance must be exhausted across all of the triggered policy periods before the next layer of coverage, whether excess or umbrella, must respond to a continuous loss. In other words, every primary policy triggered by a continuous loss must be exhausted before any excess insurer can be required to pay. Horizontal exhaustion best comports with the continuous trigger theories favored in many jurisdictions.
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If "occurrences" are continuously occurring throughout a period of time, all of the primary policies in force during that period of time cover these occurrences, and all of them are primary to each of the excess policies; and if the limits of liability of each of these primary policies is adequate in the aggregate to cover the liability of the insured, there is no "excess" loss for the excess policies to cover.\textsuperscript{447}

Horizontal exhaustion benefits excess insurers by increasing the insulation from loss that underlying insurance provides.

Whether a court will apply vertical or horizontal exhaustion principles in a continuing-loss case is a question that is sometimes answered by looking at the language of the excess policy (or policies) at issue. A court will typically require vertical exhaustion when the limits of a specifically scheduled primary policy are exhausted and the excess policy provides that it shall be excess only to that specific underlying policy.\textsuperscript{448} Where excess policies are not so specific, horizontal exhaustion is preferred. \textit{Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles v. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.}\textsuperscript{449} is a representative case.

In \textit{Community Redevelopment}, developer Carley purchased two successive $1 million primary policies from United Pacific Insurance (United).\textsuperscript{450} A third $1 million primary policy issued by United insured both Carley and another developer, Cal Coast.\textsuperscript{451} Additionally, Cal Coast purchased its own primary policy from State Farm with $1 million limits.\textsuperscript{452} Finally, Cal Coast also purchased a $5 million umbrella policy from Scottsdale Insurance that was specifically (but not exclusively) excess to the State Farm policy.\textsuperscript{453} The Scottsdale umbrella policy provided in relevant part:

\textbf{UNDERLYING LIMIT—RETAINED LIMIT}

The Company shall be liable only for the ULTIMATE NET LOSS in excess of the greater of the INSURED'S: (A) Underlying Limit—An amount equal to the limits of liability indicated beside the underlying insurance listed in the Schedule of Un-
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derlying Insurance (Schedule A) . . . plus the applicable limits of any other underlying insurance collectible by the INSURED; 454

The policy's Schedule A listed State Farm's $1 million policy as the underlying insurance. 455

The Scottsdale policy also included a provision headed "Limits of Liability," a section providing for defense and supplementary payments, and an "Other Insurance" clause. 456 The limits of liability provision stated:

In the event of reduction or exhaustion of the aggregate limits of liability under said underlying insurance by reason of the payment of damages . . . , which occur during each policy period, this policy, subject to the above limitations, shall:

(A) in the event of reduction pay in excess of the reduced underlying limits, or
(B) in the event of exhaustion continue in force as underlying insurance subject to all the terms and conditions of such underlying insurance. 457

The policy's "Supplementary Payments" provision stated:

DEFENSE, SETTLEMENT AND SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS

The company shall have the right and duty to defend any suit against the INSURED seeking damages which are payable under the above insuring Agreement, even if the allegations of the suit are groundless, false, or fraudulent, provided, however, that no other insurance affording a defense or indemnity against such a suit is available to the INSURED. 458

The "Other Insurance" clause provided: "OTHER INSURANCE: the insurance afforded by this policy shall be excess insurance over any other valid and collectible insurance available to the INSURED, whether or not described in the Schedule of Underlying Insurance." 459

Carley and Cal Coast designed and built a number of residential developments in the hills around Los Angeles in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 460 Unfortunately, their developments were built on unsuitable
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soils, resulting in continuing damage to many properties over a number of years.\textsuperscript{461} Not surprisingly, affected homeowners and homeowners associations filed a number of lawsuits against Carley, Cal Coast and the CRA, a city agency that had promoted the developments.\textsuperscript{462}

In 1988, State Farm settled many of the lawsuits, contributing its $1 million policy limits to the settlement.\textsuperscript{463} The remaining lawsuits were settled in 1990, with United serving as the primary insurer and defending Carley, Cal Coast and the CRA until those cases were settled.\textsuperscript{464} A declaratory relief action followed.\textsuperscript{465} The insureds and insurers all disputed how to share the settlement and defense costs.\textsuperscript{466} United argued that Scottsdale had a duty to provide primary coverage in State Farm's place as soon as State Farm paid its policy limits as part of the earlier settlement.\textsuperscript{467} Such a duty, if it existed, would obligate Scottsdale to equitably share the considerable expense that United incurred defending Carley, Cal Coast and the CRA.\textsuperscript{468}

The trial court entered judgment for Scottsdale, holding in part that it had no duty to share in the defense costs because not \textit{all} of the primary policies on the risk were exhausted.\textsuperscript{469} In other words, it was not enough that the State Farm policy was exhausted; Scottsdale had duty until the United policies also were exhausted and they never were. United appealed.\textsuperscript{470}

The Community Redevelopment court readily acknowledged that the Scottsdale policy was purchased as excess insurance above the State Farm policy; however, the Scottsdale policy further provided that it was excess to the applicable limits of any other collectible underlying insurance.\textsuperscript{471} This express description of the scope of Scottsdale's excess coverage was entirely consistent with, and was reinforced by, other policy language addressing Scottsdale's duty to defend and the effect of other insurance.\textsuperscript{472}
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California courts generally favor "horizontal exhaustion." As the Community Redevelopment court explained:

[Primary policies may have defense and coverage obligations which make them underlying insurance to excess policies which were effective in entirely different periods and which may not have expressly described such primary policies as underlying insurance. Absent a provision in the excess policy specifically describing and limiting the underlying insurance, a horizontal exhaustion rule should be applied in continuous loss cases . . . In other words, all of the primary policies in force during the period of continuous loss will be deemed primary policies to each of the excess policies covering that same period. Under the principle of horizontal exhaustion, all of the primary policies must exhaust before any excess [policy] will have coverage exposure.]

Given the general California rule and the language of its policy, Scottsdale could have no duty to defend until all primary policies—including the United policies—were exhausted. Although State Farm's policy limits were exhausted, United's policy limits clearly were not, and therefore, Scottsdale's duty was never triggered.

United argued that because Scottsdale's policy specifically provided that it was excess to the State Farm policy, its duty to participate in the defense arose as soon as State Farm's limits were exhausted. The Community Redevelopment court rejected United's argument, stating:

First, as we have quoted above, the 'drop down' provisions of the Scottsdale policy are contained in the 'Limits of Liability' section. The relevant provision requires 'exhaustion' before the drop down obligation will arise. United's reliance on this language is misplaced. Indeed, United's argument necessarily begs the very question on which our resolution of this matter depends: has exhaustion occurred or not? What is required for exhaustion to occur is clearly set out in other portions of the Scottsdale policy's insuring clauses. Those other provisions do not limit the coverage of the Scottsdale policy to only the 'excess' over the State Farm limits, but expressly extends it to 'the applicable limits of any other underlying insurance collectible by the [insureds].’ The only reasonable interpretation of this policy language is that the term ‘underlying insurance’ must be read to include all available primary insurance, not just the policy expressly listed on the Schedule of Underlying Insurance. This conclusion is confirmed and reinforced by the 'Defense' and 'Other Insurance' sections of the Scottsdale policy, which contain additional and consistent provisions that compel rejection of United's contention. The coverage provided by United clearly was 'other underlying insurance' within the mean-
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In other words, an excess insurer can require in its policy that all primary insurance be first exhausted. Consistent with the horizontal exhaustion rule, that is what Scottsdale effectively did in this case. Because exhaustion of all available primary (or underlying) insurance never occurred, Scottsdale's duty, under the terms of the policy, to 'drop down' and provide a defense never arose. 477

The Community Redevelopment court thus affirmed the trial court's judgment for Scottsdale.

2. Special Exhaustion Problems

Exhaustion is not just an issue in connection with long-tail claims. There may be cases in which a primary insurer wants its policy limits to be deemed exhausted so that an excess insurer will take over the insured's defense. Of course, an excess insurer wants the primary insurer to actually exhaust its policy limits so that the excess carrier can avoid defense costs as well as minimize its indemnity obligations. These competing interests sometimes give rise to unusual exhaustion disputes, as in County of Santa Clara v. United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co. 478

In County of Santa Clara, the county's primary insurer, USF&G, escrowed its policy limits for use by the county in executing a state ordered remediation plan. 479 The district court then ordered the county's excess insurer, Employers Reinsurance Corporation (ERC), to assume the county's defense. 480 ERC appealed. 481

The Ninth Circuit reversed the district court, noting, "there was nothing in the record to indicate that the [c]ounty had actually incurred expenses on account of claims made against it that would not reimbursed by others." 482 The district court "failed to appreciate that actual, as opposed to anticipatory, exhaustion is required before a primary insurer's duty to defend is extinguished . . .," 483 Because USF&G's full policy limits remained available to indemnify the county, even if the company held them in escrow, they were not exhausted and ERC could not be compelled to take over the county's defense.

Because its duty to defend (if any) and duty to indemnify are not triggered until underlying coverage is properly exhausted, an excess insurer may need to discover into settlements within the limits of underlying coverage or within an insured's SIR in order to evaluate its potential
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obligations. At least one court had held, however, that a non-settling excess insurer has no right to know the terms of a settlement between a plaintiff and a primary insurer.\textsuperscript{484} The court in \textit{UMC/Stamford, Inc. v. Allianz Underwriters Insurance Co.}\textsuperscript{485} reasoned that an excess insurer was not entitled to discover the amount of settlements within the underlying primary coverage because that information was irrelevant to the excess insurer's obligations.\textsuperscript{486}

As long as the underlying liability exceeds the primary limits in a vertical exhaustion, it does not matter how much the primary [insurer] paid plaintiffs. If there is any dollar difference between the primary layer of coverage and the amount of the settlement, plaintiffs will have to pay that difference before expecting to obtain any reimbursement from excess insurance companies since plaintiffs do not contend that these are 'drop down' policies. It is therefore irrelevant what the exact dollar figure was in the settlement.\textsuperscript{487}

The better reasoned position holds that an excess insurer is entitled to discover the amounts of settlements below its limits and, in the cases of continuing losses or multiple occurrences, to have those amounts correctly allocated among policy periods.\textsuperscript{488} This is a right the carrier needs to determine whether coverage obligations have been triggered.\textsuperscript{489} An excess insurer certainly should be allowed to determine if and when underlying primary insurance is properly exhausted. Any reasons that an insured might have for attempting to conceal such information ought to be subordinate to "the parties' contractual rights to pay and be paid only on the terms and conditions to which they agreed."\textsuperscript{490}

Insureds sometimes purchase liability policies variously described as "defense within limits" policies, "self-liquidating" policies, or "eroding limits" policies. Under these policies, defense costs reduce the limits of liability. In other words, every dollar spent on defense is one less dollar available to indemnify the insured.

A key issue is whether payment of defense costs exhausts a self-liquidating primary policy for excess insurance purposes. Though there are few cases on point, the answer appears to be "it depends." Where an umbrella policy or a following form excess policy, provide the excess coverage, the payment of defense costs may exhaust the primary policy
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and accelerate the excess insurer's potential obligations. Where a true excess policy that stands alone is involved, the payment of defense costs does not occur until the first, i.e., "primary" policy's full sum has been paid out.

As a matter of principle, defense costs paid under a self-liquidating primary policy should not count toward exhaustion unless the excess carrier knew that its underlying primary policy provided for defense costs within limits at the time the excess carrier accepted the risk. This is because self-liquidating policies are a rare exception rather than the rule. An excess carrier that is not specifically told by the insured or its broker that the underlying primary coverage is self-liquidating rightly assumes that defense costs will be paid in addition to the primary policy limits as is industry custom, and prices its policy accordingly. Contrary to some courts' belief, an excess insurer may not always be able to review the actual primary policy before accepting the risk and calculating its premium. The insured wants seamless primary and excess coverage. Were an excess insurer to take the time to study a primary policy before issuing its own policy, the insured would face a coverage gap. A loss exceeding the insured's primary coverage and occurring before the excess policy was bound could be devastating; it certainly would defeat the insured's purpose for purchasing excess coverage.

3. Requiring An Excess Carrier to "Drop Down" in the Face of An Underlying Insurer's or Self-Insured's Insolvency

It is common for a primary policy to cover a loss fully, such that excess coverage is never triggered. Similarly, a loss might consume the insured's primary coverage and even trigger a first layer of excess coverage, but not encroach on upper layers of excess coverage. But what if a primary insurer or an intermediate excess insurer is insolvent? May an excess carrier be forced to "drop down" and fill the coverage gap created by the underlying insurer's insolvency?
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The answers to “drop down” questions may be answered by the terms of the subject excess policy. Unfortunately, many excess policies do not address whether they drop down to the next lowest level of liability when underlying insurers become insolvent. The focus then shifts to potentially related policy language, and courts and litigants often find themselves searching for ambiguities that might require an excess insurer to drop down. It is apparently the majority rule that absent obligatory policy language, an excess insurer is not required to drop down and cover that portion of a loss once within an insolvent primary insurer’s coverage, nor must it drop down to provide the defense that an insolvent primary insurer was obligated to fund.

The insured in *Hoffman Construction Co. v. Fred S. James & Co.* had three layers of coverage: a $50,000 Seaboard Surety primary policy, a $450,000 intermediate layer of excess coverage provided by Holland-America, and an umbrella liability policy with Century Insurance. The plaintiffs suffered a covered loss of $375,000. Seaboard paid the first $50,000, but Holland-America became insolvent and could not pay the

---
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The plaintiffs then demanded that Century pay the $325,000 that could not be recovered from Holland-America. The Century excess policy provided that the company would only be liable for the ultimate net loss of "the amount recoverable under the underlying insurances" specifically declared. The plaintiffs argued that the phrase "amount recoverable under the underlying insurances" required the umbrella carrier to pay that portion of the loss not recoverable from insolvent Holland-America. Century argued that the phrase meant that the plaintiffs were entitled to recover only for any portion of the net loss exceeding the limits of the underlying policies. The plaintiffs argued essentially that "amount recoverable" meant the amount "able to be recovered," while the insurer argued that the phrase meant the "amount capable of recovery."

The Hoffman court embraced the insurer's urged interpretation. The court drew support from the "Limit of Liability" section in the Century umbrella policy, which specified the circumstances under which the umbrella policy would drop down. The policy provided for drop down coverage where there was reduced primary coverage because of the payment of claims. By holding that Holland-America's insolvency did not create drop down coverage, the court was able to give effect to both provisions, consistent with basic rules of contract interpretation.

The court next rejected the plaintiffs' interpretation based on the "Loss Payable" provision in the Century policy. The Loss Payable provision stated that "[l]iability under this policy with respect to any occurrence shall not attach unless and until the Insured, or the Insured's underlying insurer, shall have paid the amount of the underlying limits on account of such occurrence." Again, to accept the plaintiffs' insolvency argument would render this provision meaningless and redundant. The Hoffman court concluded that the parties could not have intended such a result.
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Finally, the plaintiffs asserted that the language in the Century policy's "other insurance" clause required drop down coverage. Like most "other insurance" clauses, the Century policy provided that it would be excess over other "valid and collectible" insurance. That condition, the plaintiffs argued, demonstrated the insurer's intent to cover all losses except where other valid and collectible insurance is available to the insured. The court rejected this argument, as well.

The problem with the plaintiffs' argument was that the use of the word "collectible" demonstrated that the parties were aware of that consideration—that concurrent insurance was collectible—and chose not to separately connect it with the phrase "amount recoverable under the underlying insurances." The *Hoffman* court reasoned that the omission was designed. The "amount recoverable" provision was expressly intended to recognize the underlying policies specifically stated in the declarations, while the "other insurance" clause was intended to limit the umbrella carrier's liability in the event other insurance was available.

A slightly different situation was present in *Playtex FP, Inc. v. Columbia Casualty Co.* In *Playtex*, Mission National Insurance, one of several excess carriers, became insolvent. All of the excess insurers employed following form policies.

Like the *Hoffman* plaintiffs, the *Playtex* plaintiffs argued that "amount recoverable" meant "real money." Because Mission was insolvent, the coverage purportedly provided by the Mission policy was not an amount recoverable. The excess carriers, on the other hand, argued that the terms "amount recoverable" and "limits of liability" were synonymous. As did the *Hoffman* court, the *Playtex* court concluded that "amount recoverable" referred to specifically scheduled underlying insurance. The Mission policy did not meet this definition.

The plaintiffs next turned their attention to the "Maintenance of Underlying Insurances" requirement in the Mission policy. This provi-
sion required the insured to maintain the scheduled underlying policies in full force and effect for the duration of the excess policies, except for any reduction in applicable limits or the aggregate limit.\textsuperscript{532} If the insured failed to maintain the underlying policies, Mission agreed to be bound only to the extent of its obligation were the underlying policies kept in force.\textsuperscript{533}

The plaintiffs contended that Mission's insolvency caused a reduction in the underlying limits beyond the insured's control or which was not the insured's fault.\textsuperscript{534} Because the excess carriers' policy followed Mission's form, the excess carriers were obligated to drop down.\textsuperscript{535} The insurers contended that any reduction had to be by way of payment of claims.\textsuperscript{536} Were that not so, the insurers argued, the condition's purpose would be eliminated.\textsuperscript{537} The Playtex court rejected the plaintiffs' argument.\textsuperscript{538} The condition in the Mission policy requiring the insured to maintain its underlying insurance was simply that; it was "clear that the provision [was] not intended to expand the insured's coverage and force the excess insurers to drop down."\textsuperscript{539}

The positions taken by the Hoffman and Playtex courts make sense. Excess insurance and umbrella policies are relatively inexpensive because excess insurers are only obligated to pay claims to the extent they exceed primary coverage.\textsuperscript{540} Insureds' expectations that excess carriers drop down in the event of a primary insurer's insolvency are objectively unreasonable. Insofar as liability insurance is concerned, the purpose of an excess policy is to protect against third-party claims, not to insure the solvency of a primary carrier.\textsuperscript{541} An underlying primary insurer's insolvency is not an "occurrence."\textsuperscript{542} Additionally, because the insured presumably selected the primary carrier, it is fair to ask the insured to bear the risk of insolvency. Excess insurers should not bear the risk of the insolvency of primary insurers they do not select.\textsuperscript{543} Finally, the term "collectible," when used in an "other insurance" clause, should never be held to create an ambiguity as to an excess insurer's coverage in the case
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of a primary insurer's insolvency. In the excess insurance context, an "other insurance" clause serves to limit the company's liability in the event insurance other than the scheduled underlying insurance is available. Where a primary insurer is insolvent there is no "other insurance," and the clause never comes into play.544

While Hoffman and Playtex reflect the majority position, Coca Cola Bottling Co. of San Diego v. Columbia Casualty Co.545 reflects the other side of the insolvency coin. Coca Cola Bottling also involved the Mission insolvency and following form policies. As did Playtex, the case hinged on the "Maintenance of Underlying Insurances" provision in Section III of the Mission policy.

Columbia argued that because it was excess of the Mission policy, and therefore was not scheduled as underlying insurance in the Mission policy, Section III of the Mission policy could not define the coverage provided by the Columbia policy.546 The court succinctly disposed of this argument:

The fundamental difficulty with Columbia's argument is that it requires that Mission bear risks without imposing similar risks on insurers whose coverage is in excess of Mission's coverage. Such a disparate risk allocation between primary and excess carriers is inconsistent with the "followed form" nature of the insurance Columbia provided. 'An excess policy generally follows the form of the underlying primary coverage and is called >following form' excess coverage, i.e., the excess had the same scope of coverage as the primary policy.'547

The court next looked to Columbia's policy definition of its lower limits.548 The policy provided coverage "where applicable excess of primaries."549 Because the Columbia policy did not fully define the lower limits of its coverage, the court returned to the underlying Mission policy.550 Of course, the Mission policy provided that the lower limit of coverage was the "amount recoverable,"551 a phrase previously determined by California courts to be ambiguous.552 The Coca Cola Bottling court thus concluded that Columbia was obligated to drop down.553
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In *Rummel v. Lexington Insurance Co.*, one of the issues was whether an excess carrier, Lexington, was obligated to indemnify a bankrupt self-insured entity, Circle K, which claimed that it had satisfied its $250,000 SIR by granting a plaintiff a $500,000 unsecured claim in its Chapter 11 reorganization. The Lexington policy provided that the company's liability did not attach "unless and until the Insured's Underlying Insurance has been paid or has been held liable to pay the total applicable underlying limits." The policy further provided that Lexington would indemnify Circle K against "loss" exceeding the total limits of all underlying insurance, defining "loss" to include the amounts owed by the underlying insurance "whether recoverable or not."

Lexington contended that its coverage was not triggered until Circle K paid the limit of its SIR in cash. The *Rummel* court disagreed. The language in the excess policy providing that Lexington's obligation kicked in where an underlying policy "has been held liable to pay" refuted any claim that an actual cash payment was required to implicate Lexington's coverage. Indeed, to interpret the Lexington excess policy to require actual cash payment in light of the "has been held liable to pay" language in its insuring agreement would be "absurd."

The *Rummel* court also looked to the policy definition of "loss" in rejecting Lexington's argument. Again, the policy defined "loss" to include amounts owed by underlying insurance "whether recoverable or not." This phrase "would most logically be construed by the reasonably intelligent layperson as acknowledging the possibility that recovery from the underlying insurers may never happen." The same reasoning applied with equal force to Circle K's SIR.

The court noted that other courts might disagree with its holding, but reasoned that:

[Public policy supported this construction of Lexington's policy. The debtor in need of financial relief receives the protections granted by the bankruptcy process. Such benefits were never intended to absolve third parties of debts they share in common with the debtor. To conclude otherwise would be to grant insurers a windfall.]

---
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B. Allocating Losses

When a loss triggers multiple policies, allocating responsibility for the loss is important for obvious financial reasons. Allocation disputes can involve concurrent insurers, consecutive insurers, insurers and insureds, and tortured combinations of them all. Insurers contend that allocation is mandated by the terms of their policies, which specify coverage periods (typically one year). Thus, in the case of a continuing loss, an insurer should be allowed to limit its indemnity obligation to damage occurring during its policy period. Insureds argue strenuously against allocation, fearing that their obligations under SIRs and other gaps in coverage will leave them responsible for portions of a continuing loss (so-called “orphan shares”).

Insureds generally make two arguments against allocation. The first involves the standard language in most primary policies by which the insurer promises to pay “all sums [the insured] should become obligated to pay [as damages] by reason of specified liabilities,” or “those sums that the insured becomes legally obligated to pay as damages.” Insureds argue that because standard policies do not specify that they will pay “all sums” or “those sums” attributable to damage caused during the policy period, if any portion of a continuing loss is covered the insurer must pay the entire loss up to the limits of its coverage. As the Washington Supreme Court explained in American National Fire Insurance Co. v. B&L Trucking and Construction Co.:

[O]nce a policy is triggered, the policy language requires that the insurer to pay all sums for which the insured becomes legally obligated, up to the policy limits. Once coverage is triggered in one or more policy periods, those policies provide full coverage for all continuing damage, without any allocation between insurer and insured.

The “all sums” approach makes an insurer liable for damages and defense costs attributable to harm outside its policy period. “Under any given policy, the insurer contracted to pay all sums which the insured becomes legally obligated to pay, not merely some pro rata portion

Each insurer on the risk during a continuing loss thus becomes a primary insurer, and the insured is free to select the policy period under which it is to be indemnified. The "all sums" approach is justified, some courts reason, because the allocation of a loss among insurers is irrelevant to each individual insurer's obligation to the insured under the terms of its policy, and because insurers surely negotiate their premiums with the possibility of such expansive liability in mind.

Policyholders' second argument against allocation is cloaked in terms of joint and several liability. This argument has two variations. First, an insured may argue that because each of several consecutive insurers provides coverage at relevant times, each has an independent obligation to insure the entire loss. Second, an insured may argue that because it faces joint and several tort liability for the loss for which coverage is sought (as in environmental cases), its insurer's liability is also joint and several. This second approach is unsupported by any rationale.

Though the "all sums" and "joint and several" approaches have been commonly applied, they make little sense. Among other things, they require an incorrect presumption that all damage occurred in one policy period. Insurers are wrongly held liable for damages occurring outside their policy periods, while insureds, who purposely reduce their insurance costs at different times by way of SIRs and varying limits, receive coverage for which they did not bargain.

1. Allocation Formulas or Methods

Because of the scientific complexities that characterize many continuing losses, as well as the extended period of time that damages may go undiscovered and the many parties potentially involved, it often is impractical to allocate damages "as proven," i.e., to hold each insurer responsible only for those damages occurring during its policy period.
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Some courts therefore allocate losses based on insurers' "time on the risk." Under the time on the risk method of allocation, a loss is allocated in proportion to the amount of time that an insurer's policies were in effect (the numerator) as a percentage of the total years during which the loss occurred (the denominator). Allocation according to an insurer's time on the risk is relatively simple, as the Minnesota Supreme Court explained in *Northern States Power Co. v. Fidelity & Casualty Co.*:

If, for example, contamination occurred over a period of 10 years, 1/10th of the damage would be allocable to the period of time that a policy in force for 1 year was on the risk and 3/10ths of the damage would be allocable to the period of time a 3-year policy was in force.

Factoring in the triggered insurer's policy limits sometimes modifies the time on the risk method. Prorating insurer's indemnity obligations on the basis of policy limits multiplied by years of coverage is best understood by way of example: Assume a loss spanning nine years and $27 million in available insurance and self-insurance. The policies in effect for years one to three have $2 million limits; the policies in effect for years four to six have $3 million limits; and in years seven to nine, the insured has a $4 million SIR. In the case of a loss spanning those nine years, carriers during the first three years would bear 6/27ths of the loss, the carriers insuring the next three years would bear 9/27ths of the loss, and the insured would bear 12/27ths of the loss. Allocating the uninsured portion of the loss to the policyholder is fair because the insurers only agreed to indemnify the policyholder during their respective policy periods, and an entity that chooses to self-insure or "go bare" ought to share responsibility for a loss rather than shift responsibility for its choice to the insurers.

2. Allocation and Excess Insurance

An excess policy typically provides that the insurance company "will indemnify the insured for the ultimate net loss in excess of the applicable underlying limit which the insured shall become legally obligated to pay as damages." An excess policy usually defines "ultimate net loss" as "the sum actually paid" to settle a claim or suit, or to satisfy
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In these ways excess insurers' indemnity obligations are different from those of primary insurers. But differences in the language of an excess policy's insuring agreement from that found in a standard primary policy do not significantly alter courts' approaches to allocation. Courts prefer to allocate liability to excess insurers according to their time on the risk and the relative degree of risk assumed, although allocation methods may vary.

The New Jersey Supreme Court examined allocation involving excess insurance policies in *Carter-Wallace, Inc. v. Admiral Insurance Co.* In *Carter-Wallace*, the court expanded on the time on the risk/relative degree of risk method involving primary insurance it adopted some four years earlier in *Owens-Illinois, Inc. v. United Insurance Co.*, using the same example it employed in *Owens-Illinois* to explain its holding. That example assumed a nine-year continuous trigger and $27 million in available indemnity dollars. The insurers in years 1-3 provided $2 million in annual coverage, the insurers in years 4-6 provided annual coverage of $3 million, and in each of the last three years the policyholder was self-insured up to $4 million. Carriers in the first three years would thus bear 6/27ths of the burden (2/27ths per year), the carriers in the next three years would bear 9/27ths of the burden (3/27ths per year), and the insured would bear 12/27ths of the burden (4/27ths per year).

The *Carter-Wallace* court's approach to excess allocation added a vertical exhaustion component to the time on the risk allocation method exemplified in *Owens-Illinois*. That is, after using the time on the risk method illustrated above to reach a figure for each year, the *Carter-Wallace* court embraced the idea of vertically allocating each policy in effect for a given year, beginning with the primary policy and proceeding upward through each succeeding excess layer. The court again explained its holding by way of example:

Assume that primary coverage for one year was $100,000, first-level excess insurance totaled $200,000, and second-level excess coverage was $450,000. If the loss allocated to that specific year was $325,000,
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the primary insurer would pay $100,000, the first-level excess policy would be responsible for $200,000, and the second-level excess policy would pay $25,000.596

The court believed that its approach to allocation involving excess insurance was appropriate for several reasons. First, it efficiently used available resources because it neither minimized nor maximized the liability of either primary or excess insurance, thereby promoting cost efficiency by spreading costs.597 Second, it promoted "simple justice" by differentiating between primary and excess insurance while not permitting excess insurers to avoid their obligations in continuous losses.598 Third, it introduced "a degree of certainty and predictability into the complex world" of continuous trigger cases.599

The Colorado Supreme Court recently took up allocation in the excess insurance context in Public Service Co. of Colorado v. Wallis & Cos.600 In Public Service, the insured, PSC, sued a London market insurer, Wallis, to recover its costs associated with environmental cleanup of a scrap yard and a landfill.601 The issue ultimately became the allocation of liability across policy years.602 PSC's insurance structure spanning the forty-five years at issue was complex.603 All of the Wallis policies at issue were excess policies; however, for 22 years PSC did not carry primary insurance, such that the Wallis policies were excess to SIRs.604 PSC also had several different layers of excess coverage. Thus, some Wallis policies were excess to other Wallis policies.605 Finally, some years PSC had more than one excess policy insuring the same layer of risk, such that in any given year Wallis and another excess insurer issued concurrent policies at the same level.606 The proportion of the risk borne by each concurrent insurer was expressed as a percentage in the policies.607

The Public Service court employed a continuous trigger,608 leaving PSC and Wallis to argue over the method of allocation. PSC argued that it should be allowed to "pick and choose" which of its many triggered policies may be held liable for the entire cost of remediation of the environmental damage at a particular site, reasoning that such an approach
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was required by Wallis' promise in its policies to pay "any and all sums" that PSC was obligated to pay as damages. PSC also argued that because the "all sums" or "pick and choose" approach implicates only one policy period, it could only be required to exhaust one SIR.

Wallis argued that the "all sums" approach was inadequate because it would make it liable for harm occurring outside its policy periods, contrary to the language of its policies. Wallis urged the court to adopt a time on the risk method of calculation, whereby the ultimate net loss for each site would be allocated across all years from the onset of environmental damage until its discovery. Once the amount of liability was determined for each year, the applicable SIR would be deducted. Wallis would bear any remaining liability up to its policy limit. Where both Wallis and another insurer issued concurrent excess policies to PSC at the same layer or level, they would share the liability attributable to that level of risk in proportion to the degree of risk that each accepted.

The Public Service court rejected the "all sums" approached urged by PSC because it "creates a false equivalence between an insured that has purchased insurance coverage continuously for many years and an insured that has purchased only one year of insurance coverage." In contrast, time on the risk allocation treats such hypothetical insureds differently, in accordance with the vastly different insurance protection they purchased. The court further rejected PSC's argument that the "all sums" approach was appropriate because the Wallis policies were ambiguous, because the "all sums" or "pick and choose" approach did not represent a reasonable interpretation of the policies. A policy can only be ambiguous when both the competing interpretations are reasonable. Finally, the court rejected PSC's argument that applications of the "all sums" or "pick and choose" approach was necessary to protect its reasonable expectations under its polices.

At the time PSC purchased each individual insurance policy, we doubt that PSC could have had a reasonable expectation that each single policy would indemnify PSC for liability related to property damage occurring due to events taking place years before and years after the term of each... There is no logic to support the notion one single insurance policy among 20 or 30 years worth of policies could...
be expected to be held liable for the entire time period. Nor is it rea-
sional to expect that a single-year policy would be liable, for exam-
ple, if the insured carried no insurance at all for the other years cov-
ered by the occurrence.\(^619\)

The \textit{Public Service} court thus held that:

[W]here property damage is gradual, long-term, and indivisible, [a] trial court should make a reasonable estimate of the . . . “occurrence” that is fairly attributable to each year by dividing the total amount of liability by the number of years at issue. The court should then allocate liability to each policy year, taking into account primary and ex-
cess coverage, SIRs, policy limits, and other insurance on the risk . . . \(^620\)

Because it was remanding the case for retrial, the \textit{Public Service} Court did not apply time on the risk allocation to the jury verdicts below. Rather, it presented some general guidelines for the trial court to follow, emphasizing that they were flexible standards that the trial court had the discretion to adapt and modify depending on the circumstances of a par-
ticular case.\(^621\)

In the court's view, the most equitable method of time on the risk allocation also takes into account the degree of risk that insurers assume.\(^622\) Thus, where damages cannot be precisely attributed to successive insurance polices:

[T]he total amount of damages should be divided by the total number of years to yield the amount of damage that is fairly attributable to each year. For example, if an insured's liability for a decade of pollution is one million dollars, then one tenth of the total liability, or $100,000, is attributable to each policy-year.

Within each policy-year, the allocation of that $100,000 of li-
ability depends on the structure of the insurance. Primary insurance, or alternatively, any SIRs, must first be exhausted. If liability remains after that, then policies in the first layer of excess for that year are re-
quired to respond, then policies in the second layer of excess, and so on.\(^623\)

When there are two or more policies within the same layer of ex-
cess, the \textit{Public Service} court reasoned, the carriers should share the loss according to the degree of risk they assumed.\(^624\) Returning to its ten year, $1 million loss example, the court again illustrated its approach.
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[S]uppose the insured in the above example has an SIR of $20,000 and then two excess insurance policies from different insurers in the first layer of excess. Each of these excess policies indemnifies the insured for losses in excess of $20,000 and up to a $50,000 limit of total loss, with one insurer assuming 70% of the risk in that excess layer and the other insurer assuming 30% of the risk. Under these circumstances, the insured would absorb the first $20,000 of the total $100,000 liability. Of the remaining $80,000, only $30,000 would be covered by the two insurers in this first layer of excess. The insurer who had assumed 70% of the risk would pay $21,000, while the insurer who had assumed 30% of the risk would pay $9,000. The remaining $50,000 of liability would be allocated to the subsequent layers of excess, or would be absorbed by the insured if the insured were only insured up to a total loss of $50,000 for that year.625

In allocating liability between concurrent excess insurers as it did, the court held that the carriers were required to indemnify the insured for their policy limits minus the insured's SIR, based upon the ultimate net-loss language in the Wallis policies.626

In offering the example it did, the court did not mean that the degree of risk should not be taken into account when successive policies have different liability limits, as some courts have done.627 Rather, the amount of liability that is initially attributed to each year is independent of the policy limits that may be in effect for any given year.628 Once the policy limits are reached in any given year, the insured must bear the remaining loss in accordance with its business decision to purchase that particular amount of coverage.629

C. Applying “Other Insurance” Principles to Allocation Disputes

“Other insurance” refers only to two or more policies insuring the same risk and the same interest, for the benefit of the same person, during the same period.630 “Other insurance” clauses in policies only operate when there is concurrent coverage.631 Such clauses are not intended to
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629. See id.
631. See Richmond, supra note 436, at 1376.
allocate liability among successive insurers. Consecutive policies cannot constitute “other insurance” because while they may, insure the same type of risk, they do not insure the same risk. Moreover, to enforce “other insurance” clauses among consecutive policies would unfairly make insurers liable for damages occurring outside their policy periods.

Concurrent policies insuring a person for the same risk and interest can be the product of design or coincidence. For example, a business may insist that it be named as an additional insured on a contractor's CGL policy. It is therefore covered under its own policy and under the contractor's policy. A general contractor typically requires a subcontractor to make it an additional insured on the subcontractor's liability policy, thereby making at least two insurers potentially responsible for a loss. A health care professional may carry malpractice coverage and at the same time be insured under a hospital's liability policy. A person who is involved in an accident while driving the automobile of another is covered as a named insured under a personal automobile policy, as well as being insured under the policy of the owner. Of course, concurrent coverage can exist at both primary and excess levels.

When two or more concurrent insurers cover the same interest and the same risk, and one insurer is compelled to pay an entire loss, the paying insurer may be entitled to recover some portion of its expenditure from the other insurers. "Each insurer has an individual right to recovery." An insurer's right to recover from another carrier on the same risk cannot be contractual, because there is no contractual relationship between them. “Other insurance” clauses in concurrent policies do not create a contractual right allowing insurers to recover from one


633. See Richmond, supra note 436, at 1376 (emphasis added).


another. Courts apportioning a loss among or between concurrent insurers therefore rely on the equitable principle that "[o]ne who pays money for the benefit of another is entitled to be reimbursed." Some jurisdictions allow concurrent insurers to recover from one another under contribution theory, while others apply equitable subrogation. Still other courts apparently mix contribution and subrogation, or allow recovery on either approach.

Concurrent insurers' contribution or subrogation rights are not purely equitable. The specific means by which liability is allocated between or among concurrent insurers is determined "not by an adjustment of equities, but by the provisions of the contracts which [the insurers] made." Hence, "other insurance" clauses in liability policies are significant.


1. Excess Insurance Versus Primary Policies with Excess “Other Insurance” Clauses

Liability insurance policies may contain any one of several “other insurance” clauses, one of which is an “excess clause.” An excess “other insurance” clause provides that the insurer’s liability is limited to the amount of the loss exceeding all other valid and collectible insurance, up to the insurer’s policy limits. A typical excess clause reads: “This insurance is excess over any other valid and collectible insurance, except insurance written specifically to cover as excess over the limits of liability that apply in this policy.” When two policies both contain an excess “other insurance” clause, most courts treat the excess clauses as mutually repugnant and prorate the loss between the competing insurers.

Excess policies clearly differ in purpose from primary policies containing excess “other insurance” clauses, such that a prorated loss between an excess insurer and a primary insurer seeking excess status by virtue of its “other insurance” clause is improper. The nature or purpose of excess and umbrella policies, and their relationship with primary policies containing excess “other insurance” clauses, are succinctly described in Oelhafen v. Tower Insurance Co.

Umbrella carriers are not primary insurers that attempt to limit a portion of their risk by describing it as “excess.” Umbrella policies are not devices for an insurer to escape responsibility ...

We also note that the intent of umbrella policies to serve a different function from primary policies with excess clauses is reflected in the rate structures of the two types of policies. In general, umbrella policy premiums are relatively small in relation to the amount of risk “so that the company cannot be expected to prorate with other excess coverages; and public policy should not demand that this be done.”

Excess and umbrella policies are therefore regarded as true excess coverage over and above all primary policies, including those with excess

---
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“other insurance” clauses. The presence of an excess “other insurance” clause in a primary policy does not transform that policy into an excess policy vis-à-vis a second carrier providing true excess or umbrella coverage.

Although a primary policy with an excess “other insurance” clause and a true excess policy are not equivalents, and an excess carrier in that situation should not be required to share in the primary insurer's defense or indemnity obligations, primary insurers routinely argue for excess insurers' participation at a primary level for the obvious economic advantage that comes with sharing a loss pro rata instead of bearing it alone. If there is a landmark case in this area, it is Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. v. United States Fire Insurance Co., in which a Texas court applied basic excess insurance principles to complex facts.

Hillyer involved an automobile accident in which Elizabeth Hillyer was injured. She was a passenger in a jeep driven by Steve Kennedy and owned by Henry Taub. Liberty Mutual insured Kennedy, with policy limits of $100,000 per person per accident. Taub had two policies: American General Insurance Company provided a family automobile policy with $100,000 limits, and he had a $1,000,000 umbrella policy with United States Fire. There was no dispute that the United States Fire policy was excess over the American General policy. The United States Fire policy expressly provided that it was excess above a scheduled $100,000 automobile policy.
Hillyer's personal injury claim was settled for $250,000.662 American General and Liberty Mutual each paid $100,000, and United States Fire paid the remaining $50,000.663 Liberty Mutual then sued United States Fire to determine their respective obligations.664 The trial court held that Liberty Mutual was entitled to recover none of its settlement expenditure from United States Fire, and Liberty Mutual appealed.665

The Liberty Mutual policy was not declared underlying insurance in the United States Fire policy schedules.666 The only provision in the United States Fire policy applicable to Liberty Mutual, therefore, was its "other insurance" clause statement that it was excess over any other valid and collectible insurance, and would not contribute with such other insurance.667 The Liberty Mutual policy, however, contained an "other insurance" clause making its coverage excess in the event its insured was involved in an accident while driving a non-owned automobile.668 The subject accident thus fell squarely within Liberty Mutual's excess "other insurance" clause.669

Liberty Mutual argued that its excess clause and the excess clause in the United States Fire policy were mutually repugnant.670 Accordingly, the two policies provided concurrent second-layer coverage and Hillyer's loss should be prorated based on their respective policy limits.671 The court rejected this superficially appealing argument:

It is true that each of the policies has an "other insurance" clause that apparently limits coverage in the fortuitous circumstance of the presence of other validly subsisting coverage, but an examination of the purpose of the policies dictates the resolution of this dispute. Liberty Mutual's policy generally affords primary coverage; its coverage becomes excess only because of the presence of a non-owned vehicle. United States Fire's policy remains excess in all events. Thus it is apparent that the intent of all parties to the policies is for United States Fire's policy to remain an umbrella policy, and for Liberty Mutual's coverage to underlie it . . . Had Liberty Mutual issued its policy as it did, and United States Fire had issued its policy to Kennedy instead
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of to Taub, there would be no question that Liberty would be liable to
the full extent of its limits.\textsuperscript{672}

The Michigan Supreme Court carefully and correctly resolved a
dispute between concurrent primary and umbrella insurers in \textit{Bosco v.
Bauermeister}.\textsuperscript{673} \textit{Bosco} arose out of a truck-bicycle accident in which
Eric Bosco was killed.\textsuperscript{674} Defendant Chris Bauermeister was driving a
truck owned by Kenneth Cook while in the course of his employment
with Flint Canvas Company.\textsuperscript{675} The Bosco estate's suit resulted in a dam-
age award exceeding $1,000,000.\textsuperscript{676} That led to a dispute between the
insurers involved.\textsuperscript{677} Four insurers had written five liability policies cov-
ering the various defendants.\textsuperscript{678} Those included: (1) a Continental Insur-
cance policy with $500,000 limits issued to Cook; (2) a USAA automobile
policy with $100,000 limits insuring Bauermeister; (3) a $1,000,000
USAA personal umbrella policy insuring Bauermeister; (4) a Franken-
muth Mutual policy with $250,000 limits issued to Flint Canvas; and (5)
an Auto-Owners Insurance executive umbrella policy with $1,000,000
limits issued to Cook.\textsuperscript{679}

The Continental policy issued to Cook was previously determined to
be primary and was not at issue in \textit{Bosco}.\textsuperscript{680} Frankenmuth settled with the
plaintiff for $55,000 of its $250,000 policy limits, thereby extinguishing
its potential liability for the remaining $195,000.\textsuperscript{681} USAA voluntarily
paid the full $100,000 limits of its primary automobile liability policy
insuring Bauermeister.\textsuperscript{682} The plaintiff then pursued a garnishment ac-
tion against USAA and Auto-Owners with respect to their obligations
under their umbrella policies issued to Bauermeister and Cook, respec-
tively.\textsuperscript{683} All parties to the garnishment action moved for summary judg-
ment.\textsuperscript{684}

The trial court held that there were three layers of coverage: (1) the
primary coverage afforded by Continental in the amount of $500,000; (2)
excess "other insurance" coverage provided by Frankenmuth ($250,000)
and USAA ($100,000); and (3) the true excess or umbrella policies is-
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sued by USAA and Auto-Owners (each with $1,000,000 limits). Thus, there was $850,000 in primary insurance that had to be exhausted before the indemnity provisions of the umbrella policies were triggered. The trial court also held that the plaintiff could not recover the $195,000 portion of the Frankenmuth policy that he did not exhaust by agreement.

The trial court required that the primary coverage be exhausted before the umbrella policies would be required to contribute to the loss. It then prorated liability between Auto-Owners and USAA under their umbrella policies for the portion of the judgment exceeding the limits of the three liability policies. A lower appellate court reversed the trial court. The Michigan Court of Appeals held that the Frankenmuth policy, which contained an excess “other insurance” clause, was similar to the USAA and Auto-Owners umbrella policies, such that the three policies “were responsible pro rata” for that portion of the loss not paid under the Continental and USAA primary policies. The case then made its way to the Michigan Supreme Court.

The Bosco court was required to differentiate between the Frankenmuth policy, which was a primary policy with an excess “other insurance” clause, and the concurrent umbrella policies. The court first contrasted the Frankenmuth policy with the Auto-Owners umbrella policy. In doing so, it rejected the plaintiff’s argument that the Auto-Owners policy should operate on the same level with the Frankenmuth policy because the “other insurance” clause in the Auto-Owners policy did not specifically make its coverage excess over other excess policies. The court reasoned that “the fact that a policy is issued as an umbrella policy at rates reflecting the reduced risk insured indicates the intent that the policy is excess over other excess policies.” The Frankenmuth policy was a primary policy with an excess “other insurance” clause that operated in limited circumstances. The presence of that excess clause did not change the Frankenmuth policy’s nature and function.

With respect to the USAA umbrella policy, the plaintiff argued that the Frankenmuth policy should prorate with it because the USAA policy defined primary insurance as those policies listed in the declarations, and
the only policy listed there was the USAA primary policy. The Bosco court disagreed, again based on the policies' differing nature.

Plaintiff's analysis is inherently flawed because the Frankenmuth policy is not written as a "true" excess policy. Only the existence of the Continental policy triggers the Frankenmuth policy "coincidental" excess coverage clause. Its basic nature (a primary automobile policy) does not change . . . The basic purpose and nature of an insurance policy does not change, even if its coverage may change under certain limited circumstances.

The court further distinguished between primary policies with excess "other insurance" insurance clauses (i.e., the Frankenmuth policy), which it described as "coincidental excess" coverage, and true excess policies (i.e., the USAA and Auto-Owners umbrella policies).

The Frankenmuth policy excess coverage availability in certain circumstances does not make it "true" excess coverage like an umbrella policy because the Frankenmuth policy excess coverage is triggered only upon the circumstances of the accident, while the umbrella policies are written to be excess over any underlying coverage. If there had been no other primary policy, the Frankenmuth policy would have been primary, regardless of the "coincidental" excess insurance clause, unlike the USAA and Auto-Owners umbrella policies.

The court observed that the "defining character" of a primary policy even one with an excess "other insurance" clause is that the insurer's obligation attaches immediately upon the occurrence of an insured event. Under an umbrella policy, on the other hand, liability does not immediately attach upon an occurrence. Rather, liability under a true excess or umbrella policy attaches only after the limits of all underlying primary policies have been exhausted.

The Bosco court next looked at the disparity in the premiums charged by Frankenmuth, and USAA and Auto-Owners. An examination of the respective insurers' premiums reflected the intent that the umbrella policies served a different function. The premiums charged for the USAA and Auto-Owners umbrella policies were significantly lower than the Frankenmuth policy premium. While not dispositive, the dis-
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parity in premiums was evidence that the USAA and Auto-Owners umbrella policies were intended to insure a more remote level of risk.\footnote{704}

Finally, the court examined the parties' reasonable expectations. Because the dispute was one between insurers, the court focused on the insurers' reasonable expectations rather than on the reasonable expectations of the insureds.\footnote{705} The Auto-Owners and USAA policies were written to be excess over any underlying insurance under all circumstances.\footnote{706} Moreover, the Frankenmuth policy was not written to be prorated with true excess policies.\footnote{707} Thus, the insurers' reasonable expectations compelled the conclusion that there should be three tiers of coverage: primary, "coincidental" excess and "true" excess.\footnote{708}

The \textit{Bosco} court concluded that a primary policy with an excess "other insurance" clause must be exhausted before a true excess policy can be applied to a loss.\footnote{709} The Michigan Supreme Court therefore reversed the court of appeals and reinstated the trial court judgment.\footnote{710}

2. Allocating Liability Between Concurrent Excess Insurers

Courts must seldom prorate liability between concurrent excess insurers. Generally, courts should attempt to reconcile competing "other insurance" clauses in excess and umbrella policies just as though the policies were primary.\footnote{711} The fact that concurrent policies are excess rather than primary does not change the fact that they are operating on the same plane or at the same level.

In \textit{Mission Insurance Co. v. United States Fire Insurance Co.},\footnote{712} Mission Insurance issued a $1,000,000 umbrella policy to the lessor of a vehicle.\footnote{713} A lessee's employee wrecked the vehicle.\footnote{714} The lessee was insured under a "Commercial Comprehensive Catastrophe Liability Pol-
Both policies contained excess "other insurance" clauses which stated that they provided coverage in excess of all other valid and collectible insurance. Neither company's policy was identified in the other's schedule of underlying policies. There was no dispute that, in the absence of "other insurance," each of the policies covered the loss.

Mission and two primary insurers settled a tort claim arising out of the accident. Mission then sued U.S. Fire seeking a declaration that U.S. Fire had to contribute to the settlement. U.S. Fire won summary judgment, asserting that its coverage was excess to Mission's policy, and that it need contribute nothing until Mission's policy was exhausted. The Massachusetts Supreme Court reversed.

The Mission court determined that both policies created "umbrella-type excess insurance," rather than the owner's policy being primary, as U.S. Fire contended. The court then turned to the conflict between the two competing excess "other insurance" clauses, adopting the majority approach that excess clauses are mutually repugnant. The court required both insurers to prorate the loss by equal shares.

In reaching this conclusion, the Mission court rejected U.S. Fire's argument that Mission's failure to state in its limit of liability clause that its coverage was excess of all other collectible insurance, as it provided in its "other insurance" clause, created a fatal ambiguity. The court reasoned that it would be clear to Mission's insured that the policy provided excess coverage. The only colorable ambiguity resulted from a comparison of the Mission limit of liability clause with the corresponding clause in the U.S. Fire policy. Creating an "ambiguity" by comparing Mission's policy with a separate unrelated document (the U.S. Fire policy) did not justify construing Mission's policy other than as written.
V. MALPRACTICE SUITS AGAINST DEFENSE COUSEL

Malpractice claims by insurance companies against defense attorneys are on the rise. Though primary insurers have for some time been willing to sue the defense attorneys they hire, and their right to sue defense counsel for malpractice is acknowledged in various jurisdictions, excess insurers now are willing to pursue defense counsel when verdicts exceed primary limits. Excess insurers have sued defense counsel on both direct duty and equitable subrogation theories.

Why the rise in malpractice claims by excess insurers against defense counsel? In some ways, such claims make little sense. An excess insurer has no direct relationship with the defense attorneys it sues; it did not retain them, nor did it pay for their services. An excess insurer does not share an attorney-client relationship with the defense attorneys that a primary carrier hires. Yet this very detachment may actually encourage malpractice claims, for an aggrieved excess carrier may have no continuing business relationship with defense counsel, such that loyalty and the perspective that comes with judging many cases as compared to one are no bar to litigation. Additionally, as cost-conscious liability insurers have seen their litigation expenses rise in recent years, the possibility of recovering some portion of an excess verdict or settlement from other sources has driven insurers to look to defense counsel in certain circumstances.

A. Actions by Excess Carriers Allowed

Courts that allow an excess insurer to sue defense counsel hired by a primary insurer for malpractice typically hold that the excess insurer is equitably subrogated to the insured's rights against the attorneys. The
leading case in this area is American Centennial Insurance Co. v. Canal Insurance Co.\textsuperscript{735}

In American Centennial, General Rent-A-Car was sued for injuries and death allegedly attributable to a defective tire on one of its rental cars.\textsuperscript{736} At the time of the accident, General was insured under three policies.\textsuperscript{737} Canal Insurance provided primary coverage up to $100,000.\textsuperscript{738} A first level excess insurer, First State, insured General from $100,000 up to $1,000,000. American Centennial provided an additional $3,000,000 in excess coverage above the First State policy.\textsuperscript{739} Canal defended the suit and hired counsel for General. Because defense counsel allegedly mishandled the suit, the insurers were forced to settle for $3,700,000. First State and American Centennial then sued Canal and its chosen defense counsel on a number of theories, including negligence.\textsuperscript{739}

The trial court granted summary judgment for the defendants, holding that all of the excess carriers' claims were barred by the statute of limitations, and further finding that defense counsel owed no duty to First State or American Centennial.\textsuperscript{741} A lower appellate court affirmed the trial court's judgment on the malpractice claims based on the attorneys' statute of limitations defense.\textsuperscript{742} The Texas Supreme Court granted review.\textsuperscript{743}

The American Centennial court determined that the excess insurers' malpractice claims against defense counsel were not time barred, thus opening inquiry into whether an excess insurer could even bring such an action.\textsuperscript{744} Under Texas law, attorneys ordinarily cannot be held liable to non-clients because there is no privity of contract.\textsuperscript{745} Privity as a prerequisite to malpractice liability is the product of judicial reluctance to permit malpractice actions by non-clients because of the potential negative impact on attorneys' duties to their clients.\textsuperscript{746} This concern is heightened in the insurance defense context, where attorneys must be especially
"sensitive to the varying interests of the insured and the insurer which produce complex and often conflicting relationships." 747

The Texas Supreme Court reasoned that recognizing an equitable subrogation action by an excess insurer against defense counsel would not interfere with the attorney-client relationship, however, nor would it create additional conflicts of interest. 748 Equitable subrogation would only permit an insurer to enforce defense counsel's existing duties to the insured. 749 Further, the interests of the insured, its primary insurer and its excess insurer generally overlap when it comes to ensuring that a defense attorney's malpractice does not prevent the presentation of a meritorious defense. 750 Insureds' and insurers' interests converge in expectations of competent representation. 751

The American Centennial court observed that those considerations compelling its recognition of an excess insurer's right to bring an equitable subrogation action against a primary insurer for failing to settle a claim within policy limits also supported an excess insurer's right to sue defense counsel hired by a primary insurer. 752

No new or additional burdens are imposed on the attorney, who already has the duty to represent the insured . . . Defense counsel should not be relieved of these obligations merely because the insurer, rather than the client, must pay the claim. If the asserted malpractice has resulted in the payment of a judgment or settlement within the excess carrier's policy limits, the insured has little incentive to enforce its right to competent representation. Refusal to permit the excess carrier to vindicate that right would burden the insurer with a loss caused by the attorney's negligence while relieving the attorney from the consequences of legal malpractice. Such an inequitable result should not arise simply because the insured has contracted for excess coverage. 753

The supreme court thus reversed the court of appeals decision for failing to allow the excess insurers to pursue their malpractice claims against defense counsel. 754

Courts' embrace of equitable subrogation as a vehicle for excess insurers' potential recovery from negligent defense attorneys hired by a primary insurer while declining to impose a direct duty is nicely illustrated by National Union Fire Insurance Co. v. Dowd & Dowd, P.C. 755
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Dowd & Dowd, an Illinois federal court was forced to apply Illinois law in the absence of any guidance from the state's appellate courts.  

Schneider National Carriers hired the law firm of Dowd & Dowd to defend it and its driver, Henry Howard, in a personal injury action brought by John Miksis. Miksis suffered catastrophic injury when Howard drove a Schneider tractor-trailer rig into a stationery lift truck on which Miksis was working. At the time of the accident, Schneider was self-insured up to $3 million with a $5 million National Union excess policy above its SIR.

The case went to trial and Miksis recovered a verdict of $8 million. Schneider paid the first $3 million and National Union paid the remaining $5 million. National Union then sued Dowd & Dowd for malpractice. Dowd & Dowd moved to dismiss National Union's complaint, arguing that "an excess insurer cannot maintain a legal malpractice claim against the insured's defense attorney." Dowd & Dowd asserted that National Union could not state a cause of action for legal malpractice because it could not establish the first prerequisite, that being an attorney-client relationship with the law firm. Illinois law jealously guards the fiduciary relationship between attorney and client as personal and confidential, and only a client can assert a malpractice claim against an attorney. National Union argued in response that an attorney-client relationship did exist and, alternatively, that it was equitably subrogated to Schneider's legal malpractice action against Dowd & Dowd. The case was one of first impression under Illinois law.

In arguing for a direct claim against Dowd & Dowd, National Union first asserted that the Illinois Supreme Court would expand the tripartite relationship that exists between an insured, a primary insurer, and defense counsel to recognize that a defense attorney also owes a fiduciary duty to an excess insurer. Illinois law clearly provides that a defense
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attorney hired by a primary insurer owes a fiduciary duty to both the insured and the insurer, and that either can sue the attorney for malpractice.\textsuperscript{769} National Union argued that Illinois law would permit a direct action because “there is no logical reason to distinguish between a primary insurer and an excess carrier in determining when an insurer may sue for malpractice.”\textsuperscript{770}

The court rejected National Union’s argument because it “completely ignore[d]” the fact that a primary insurer actually contracts with a defense attorney to represent the insured.\textsuperscript{771}

Since the primary insurer contracts with the attorney, pays the attorney's legal fees, and directs the litigation or settlement of the claim, it stands to reason that the primary insurer is one of the attorney’s clients . . . . Excess insurers, on the other hand, do not have the duty to defend the insured . . . . Thus, unlike a primary insurer, an excess insurer has no direct relationship with the attorney retained to defend an action against the insured.\textsuperscript{772}

“Illinois courts’ recognition of the tripartite relationship is premised upon [a] primary insurer’s legal duty to retain and pay for an attorney to defend an action against its insured.”\textsuperscript{773} Thus, the Dowd & Dowd court reasoned, the Illinois Supreme Court would be unlikely to enlarge the tripartite relationship to include an excess insurer.\textsuperscript{774} National Union acknowledged that it did not retain Dowd & Dowd to defend Schneider and Howard. Schneider made that decision.\textsuperscript{775} The insurer’s tripartite relationship argument for the existence of an attorney-client relationship had no basis in fact or law.\textsuperscript{776} Dowd & Dowd owed no fiduciary duty to National Union, and the court dismissed that portion of the insurer's complaint.\textsuperscript{777}

National Union next contended that Schneider retained Dowd & Dowd for the insurer's direct or primary benefit.\textsuperscript{778} Accordingly, it was a third-party beneficiary to the contract between Schneider and the law firm.\textsuperscript{779}
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Under Illinois law, an attorney generally only owes his client a duty to exercise requisite skill and care in the course of a representation. There is an exception, however, for intended third-party beneficiaries. This exception is narrower in cases of an adversarial nature. In such cases, there must be a clear indication that the intent of the attorney's representation of the client is to directly confer a benefit upon the third party.

The Dowd & Dowd court did not believe that the Illinois Supreme Court would find that Schneider entered into its relationship with its defense attorneys for National Union's benefit. Schneider's intent in hiring Dowd & Dowd was to directly benefit itself and Howard. Though National Union also benefited by virtue of its harmonious relationship with its insureds, its incidental benefit was not sufficient to support a direct duty of care on the part of defense counsel.

The court finally reached National Union's equitable subrogation argument. The court was convinced that the Illinois Supreme Court would recognize an excess liability insurer's right to be subrogated to its insured's rights unless the nature of the subrogated claim and public policy considerations dictated a different conclusion.

Legal malpractice claims are not assignable in Illinois. The policy considerations that cut against the assignment of legal malpractice claims arguably apply with equal force in the equitable subrogation context. Subrogation opponents might argue, for example, that permitting an excess insurer to sue defense counsel strains the tripartite relationship, a point that was not lost on the Dowd & Dowd court. Nonetheless, the court was persuaded to permit an excess insurer's equitable subrogation to its insured's rights against defense counsel because it does not entail any additional burdens.
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[Equitable subrogation] merely allows an excess insurer, who pays for any excess liability, to enforce the duties that the attorney already owes to the insured, who might have little incentive to sue his attorney since he has excess insurance coverage. Evidently, if the insured had not contracted for excess insurance coverage, the attorney would have to be similarly concerned about being sued by the insured for any excess liability. Malpracticing attorneys should not enjoy a windfall merely because the insured contracted for excess insurance coverage. Further, the social costs of legal malpractice are best borne by the malpracticing attorneys.

Additionally, in the equitable subrogation context, there is less concern that legal malpractice claims will become a commodity to be exploited by strangers to the attorney-client relationship. Basic subrogation principles strictly limit the right to be subrogated to a legal malpractice claim to a non-client who, pursuant to a legal duty, has paid the client's debt or loss attributable to the malpractice. Any concern about an "uncontrollable flow" of baseless malpractice action by excess insurers is speculation. Finally, the Dowd & Dowd court noted, while excess insurers possess the sophistication necessary to protect themselves in many situations, that ability or capability does not preclude the application of equitable subrogation doctrine.

B. Actions by Excess Carriers Not Allowed

A few courts have declined to allow excess insurers to sue defense counsel for malpractice even on an equitable subrogation theory. This is not surprising, inasmuch as a number of courts have generally rejected equitable subrogation in the legal malpractice context.

The leading case favoring defense counsel is Continental Casualty Co. v. Pullman, Comley, Bradley & Reeves, decided by the Second Cir-
cuit under Connecticut law. Pullman arose out of a medical malpractice action against Griffin Hospital. The hospital was insured by Aetna at the primary level, with Continental Casualty its excess insurer. Aetna hired the law firm of Pullman, Comley, Bradley & Reeves to defend the malpractice action. The case went to trial and resulted in a staggering verdict against the hospital. Continental paid over $10 million under its excess policy to satisfy the judgment. The insurer then sued the Pullman firm for legal malpractice for failing to adequately defend the underlying tort case.

Pullman moved for judgment on the pleadings, arguing that Continental had no standing to sue because it was Aetna that retained the firm. Continental argued that it had standing to sue because (1) it was an intended and foreseeable beneficiary of the Pullman firm's services for the hospital, such that it shared an attorney-client relationship with Pullman; (2) it was equitably subrogated to Griffin Hospital's right to sue Pullman; and (3) it shared an "actual attorney-client relationship" with Pullman. After Continental unsuccessfully pursued an interlocutory appeal and amended its complaint, the district court granted a motion to dismiss by the law firm. Continental then appealed to the Second Circuit, raising the same arguments in support of its claim against Pullman that it made in the district court below.

The Pullman court first addressed Continental's claim that because it was an intended and foreseeable beneficiary of Pullman's legal services for the hospital, Pullman owed it a duty of care. The court observed that under Connecticut law attorneys are not liable to persons other than their clients except in will cases. Only in estate work may a third party beneficiary sue an attorney for malpractice. The court declined to equate an attorney's dual representation of an insured and its insurer with that of a testator and his beneficiary. Moreover, Continental was free to monitor the defense of the medical malpractice action through its own attorneys to assure itself that Aetna was living up to responsibilities as the primary
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Under these circumstances, it seemed implausible that the primary or direct purpose of the transaction at issue (Aetna's engagement of Pullman to defend Griffin Hospital) was intended to benefit a third-party (Continental).

Continental next argued that once it satisfied the judgment against Griffin Hospital, it was subrogated to its insured's rights, and it could therefore bring any legal malpractice claims against Pullman that the hospital should have brought. The Pullman court gave this argument short shrift, rejecting it as running contrary to Connecticut public policy. The court presumably feared that permitting non-clients to sue attorneys via equitable subrogation world potentially interfere with attorneys' ethical obligations to their clients.

Continental's final argument for a direct duty owed to it by the Pullman law firm came in for harsh treatment by the Second Circuit. The Pullman court was especially critical of Continental's attempts to plead a direct duty in the district court, describing Continental's amended complaint as "[r]esonating . . . with bald conclusions." In its amended complaint, Continental alleged that it shared an attorney-client relationship with Pullman because the law firm communicated with it about the progress of the medical malpractice action, advised it with respect to settlement, and served as its counsel on the appeal of the underlying action. Continental never pleaded B nor could it B that it retained Pullman, a fact the Pullman court found interesting, but not dispositive.

"It is clear beyond cavil," the Pullman court observed, "that in the insurance context the attorney owes his allegiance, not to the insurance company that retained him but to the insured defendant." Though a defense attorney may be retained and paid by the insurer, and may inform the insurer about the progress of the case he is defending, the attorney owes his allegiance to the insured. Accordingly, the district court
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did not err in dismissing Continental's amended complaint for pleading insufficient facts to support an attorney-client relationship.\textsuperscript{820}

Although some courts may find \textit{Pullman} persuasive, the last portion of the opinion may not travel well. Connecticut is a "single client" state in the insurance defense context, meaning that the law considers the insured to be the defense attorney's sole client.\textsuperscript{821} Many jurisdictions follow the "dual client doctrine,"\textsuperscript{822} which holds that so long as the insured's interests and the insurer's interests are aligned, they are each a client of the defense attorney and the defense attorney owes each client an equal duty of loyalty.\textsuperscript{823} Of course, even in dual client states, the primary insurer hired the defense attorney and the defense must be faithful to both the primary insurer and the insured. The defense attorney shares an attorney-client relationship with the primary insurer and the excess insurer remains a step removed.

A Kentucky court rejected an excess insurer's equitable subrogation claim against defense counsel hired by the insured under its SIR in \textit{American Continental Insurance Co. v. Weber & Rose}.\textsuperscript{824} The \textit{American Continental} court was convinced that permitting an excess insurer to sue defense attorneys under an equitable subrogation theory "would be inimical to the preservation of traditional and longstanding concepts associated with [the] attorney-client relationship."\textsuperscript{825} Allowing excess insurers to sue their insureds' defense attorneys would undermine the traditional view of the attorney-client relationship as both personal and fiduciary.\textsuperscript{826}

The \textit{American Continental} court also rejected the insurer's claim that it was an intended and foreseeable beneficiary of the defense attorneys' services to the insured.\textsuperscript{827} Unlike \textit{Pullman}, in which the primary insurer hired the defense counsel, the insured hired the defense counsel as authorized by the SIR.\textsuperscript{828} Accordingly, there was even less of a basis for the court to conclude that the defense attorneys were hired to repre-
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sent the excess carrier. The insured hired the defense attorneys for its sole benefit, and American Continental was at most an incidental beneficiary of their contract. The defense attorneys did not owe American Continental a duty that could form the basis for a malpractice action. 829

C. Summary

The development of excess insurers' rights against defense attorneys hired by primary carriers is far from complete. The law in many states is uncertain, and there are good arguments both for and against recognizing excess insurers' right to bring malpractice suits against defense attorneys they did not hire. It is, for example, difficult to refute the American Centennial and Dowd & Dowd courts' conclusions that malpractice defense attorneys should not be able to escape liability simply because an insured prudently purchased excess insurance. 830 At the same time, excess insurers are far from helpless. They can employ their own attorneys to work with the defense attorneys hired by the primary insurer, sometimes referred to as devising a "shadow strategy," or providing a "shadow defense." In some cases an excess insurer actually may be able to take over the defense and direct counsel, control defense and settlement strategy, and so on.

VI. CONCLUSION

There is no questioning the importance of excess insurance and umbrella coverage. Such policies protect insureds against catastrophic loss at prices that most businesses and individuals can afford. Excess and umbrella coverage are in fact quite common.

Controversies involving excess insurance are not new. Much of the litigation involving excess insurers has involved claims by and against primary carriers. Not surprisingly, there have been efforts over time to structure the relationship between primary and excess insurers. In 1974, several insurance industry associations and interested insurers jointly created the Guiding Principles for Primary and Excess Insurers. 831 The Guiding Principles most particularly address settlement and trial decisions. They are:

1. The primary insurer must discharge its duty of investigating promptly and diligently even those cases in which it is apparent that its policy limit may be consumed.

829. See id. at 14.
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831. See Baldwin & Midkiff, supra note 22, at 38-39.
2. Liability must be assessed on the basis of all relevant facts which a diligent investigation can develop and in the light of applicable legal principles. The assessment of liability must be reviewed periodically throughout the life of a claim.

3. Evaluation must be realistic and without regard to the policy limit.

4. When evaluating all aspects of a claim, if settlement is indicated, the primary insurer must proceed promptly to attempt a settlement, up to its policy limit if necessary, negotiating seriously and with an open mind.

5. If at any time, it should reasonably appear that the insured may be exposed beyond the primary limit, the primary insurer shall give prompt written notice to the excess insurer, when known, stating the results of investigation and negotiation, and giving any other information deemed relevant to a determination of the exposure, and inviting the excess insurer to participate in a common effort to dispose of the claim.

6. Where the assessment of damages, considered alone, would reasonably support payment of a demand within the primary policy limit but the primary insurer is unwilling to pay the demand because of its opinion that liability either does not exist or is questionable and the primary insurer recognizes the possibility of a verdict in excess of its policy limit, it shall give notice of its position to the excess insurer when known. It shall make available its file to the excess insurer for examination, if requested.

7. The primary insurer shall never seek a contribution to a settlement within its policy limit from the excess insurer. It may, however, accept contribution to a settlement within its policy limit from the excess insurer when such contribution is voluntarily offered.

8. In the event of a judgment in excess of the primary policy limit, the primary insurer shall consult the excess insurer as to further procedure. If the primary insurer undertakes an appeal with the concurrence of the excess insurer, the expense shall be shared by the primary and the excess insurer in such manner as they may agree upon. In the absence of such an agreement, they shall share the expense in the same proportions that their respective shares of the outstanding judgment bear to the total amount of the judgment. If the primary insurer should elect not to appeal, taking appropriate steps to pay or to guarantee payment of its policy limit, it shall not be liable for the expense of the appeal or interest on the judgment from the time it gives notice to the excess insurer of its election not to appeal and tender its policy limit. The excess insurer may then prosecute an appeal at its own expense being liable also for interest accruing on the entire judgment subsequent to the primary insurer's notice of its election not to appeal. If the excess insurer does not agree to an appeal it shall not
be liable to share the cost of any appeal prosecuted by the primary insurer.

9. The excess insurer shall refrain from coercive or collusive conduct designed to force a settlement. It shall never make a formal demand upon a primary insurer that the latter settle a claim within its policy limit. In any subsequent proceedings between excess insurer and primary insurer the failure of the excess insurer to make formal demand that the claim be settled shall not be considered as having any bearing on the excess insurer's claim against the primary insurer.\(^{832}\)

Many primary and excess insurers either declined to adopt the Guiding Principles or have withdrawn as signatories to them because unfair claims practices statutes and newer policy language better frame their respective obligations.\(^{833}\) The Guiding Principles have also drawn scholarly criticism.\(^{834}\) At least two courts, however, have specifically applied the Guiding Principles as though they are an industry standard, with liability flowing from their breach.\(^{835}\)

The law of excess insurance goes far beyond the primary insurer/excess insurer relationship, however, and much of it is unsettled. Excess insurance has received little scholarly attention, and many courts do not fully appreciate or understand excess and umbrella insurers' differing obligations. Nevertheless, that understanding must come because litigation involving excess and umbrella carriers is growing and that growth seems sure to continue. The size of many losses and verdicts gives excess insurers a powerful incentive to vigorously enforce and protect their rights and interests.

Clarifying and steadying the law of excess insurance might rest with the insurance industry. Aspirational standards such as the Guiding Principles, while perhaps well intended, are unnecessary. The industry must standardize excess and umbrella policies, just as the industry standardized primary liability policies long ago.
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